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�roughout the years and even millenniums, we acquire knowledge.
Knowledge that has brought us to many things, both wanted and 
fascinating contributions to the wonder of life.

Knowledge, that has brought us in connections with the future in 
making the impossible – possible, in connecting with the world 
and beyond, even to the far way planets. Technology, science, 
architecture and new features in medical science, connecting every 
imaginable nation and culture, with a variety of impressions….. 
Knowledge, connects all corners of the world.

But has all this knowledge brought us a better tomorrow?
Do we have the knowledge to cure all sicknesses, to never feel 
distressed? To never know fear in life again, to wipe away all our 
tears?  To  face life with the reality of death and never su�er from 
loneliness….

We have the knowledge, but Do we have the wisdom
       to the tranquility deep within us…?

                  Be known …. Be still….
                                �ere is wisdom yet, to be gained…..
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Life and Existence

or as long as we can remember, there had been  
 the process of thoughts. �e process of 
thought in all its glory has lead us into so many things, 
such as all that we think and do are governed by a single 
process that is connected to ideas and thoughts.

�e way we think, the actions we do, make a 
di�erence in many things connected to life and every-
body around us as well. Let’s take a few minutes to 
rethink the pattern of things. 

All that we do connects to a thought process, 
all that we want in life, all our hopes and dreams, fears 
and challenges. �is alone needs the process of 
thoughts and it falls in to a certain pattern of thinking 
after a while. 

f

Every person gets in to a rush of patterns 
which are created by themselves. Eating habits, drink-
ing habits, sleeping habits, and various patterns of rela-
tionships with people, decision making and anger con-
trol are some of them. �e basic analysis could show the 
patterns di�er from person to person. Everything is a 
process of thoughts.

�oughts leads to another fascinating combi-
nation of decisions, actions and words. �ese three 
combinations are a vital factor that one should analyze. 
�oughts that you think becomes actions turning in to 
words. No matter which path you choose this combina-
tion follows through.

�e most important thing is, what do we want 
through all of this? What do you really want from life? 

At a glance, we may think this has to do with 
getting the attention from a certain individual, place or 
good jobs and good relationships. Also a good educa-

In search of happiness

Be Known . Be Still… tion, health and money as well. But look beneath your 
normal thoughts; and you will �nd a very di�erent 
layer which has misguided you all along. 

In another level, all you have really wanted was 
love, security, protection, assurance, being appreciated, 
honor, glory which follow through to many, many 
things in this path….

�rough all of these emotions, one goes on to 
think of achieving all the hopes and dreams that follows 
in the big plan of life… One day I hope to be this or do 
this or acquire this…and then, when that day comes 
along another tiny thought builds up now that I have 
this I should keep it, protect it, live up to it and so life 
goes on and on….Also, it follows with the fact of want-
ing better and bigger things in life.

Again, the thoughts for a “One �ne day” 
follows…. For a better tomorrow….

In all your days of life, giving it all the strength, 
compromising all your valuable time and money, what 
have you truly searched for?  in all of this…

Is it -  Happiness and calmness. �e two most 
important words of discussion. �e question remains, 
where could one �nd the true happiness and calmness? 
Where does it belong?

Where could it be found?

�e problem lies in the place….When we start 
searching for lasting happiness and calmness in all the 
wrong places we end up with a very few choices; and 
even when we think we have �nally found it… it does 
not last just in the same way that we so hoped it would 
be…

We search for happiness from the world and 
�nally �nd that it only ends in a moment of time, 
making one crave for more, yet to be found and a path 

is opened which leads to a vale of tears that follows. 

So, we do more… to gain the happiness we 
seek. A person ends up doing more things in a wordly 
manner, hoping to �nd happiness that  will last for a 
lifetime.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse 146

 • What laughter,
  what joy when the world
  is ever burning? Shrouded
  in darkness will you
  not seek a light?

In search of happiness

tion, health and money as well. But look beneath your 
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Six things we do in our entire life

In our entire life time we only engage in six 
main factors that are connected to all that we do. No 
matter what we do, all actions are  based only on these 
six factors. One could spend their entire life time in 
search for many things that they should or shouldn’t 
do, but the basic factors still stand the same, which are 
as follows.

Six senses:

Eye  - Sight
Ear – Sound
Nose – Smell
Tongue – Taste
Mind – �oughts

A person uses these six senses to bring in the 
information, but then gets attached to certain features 

Be Known . Be Still… in the process of collecting information. �is leads to 
being attracted to all desire. �e thought process 
changes with desire, wanting to own the desire and 
have it. �e pleasure gets increased, with all that we 
choose to want in life.

In one’s own thought process, one creates the 
attachments and spend life times, over life time’s 
searching for true happiness. Craving for the lustful 
desires which are been created in mind increases that 
wanting and grasping. But all that a person truly has 
longed to have, has always been the deep seance ‘happi-
ness’ which all living beings want to experience in what-
ever form they belong to.

�e basic functions of the six senses are used 
for all functions in our life. Being alive, one needs to be 
natured in di�erent ways. Also, the basic functions such 
as sight, sound smell touch and thoughts are a capabili-
ty of most living beings. 

�e functions of the six senses help immensely 
in life and that is known as a functional body.

Further on it takes a di�erent shape of lamina-
tions. �e six senses are been laminated by three main 
laminations. 

Six senses:
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Six things we do in our entire life

We go on in further steps of laminating the 
said information that is processed in the mind. �ese 
are mainly laminated by three factors.

Raga  -  Lustful desires
Duwesha  -  Hateful thoughts
Moha       -  Delusions

Lustful desires:

�e information that is being collected by the 
six senses remain as information only and the thoughts, 
decisions and actions which are been taken leave’s no 
problem to the whole process. It is only when desire 
takes place that the problem arises. Wanting the desired 
pleasure to endure and keep accumulating the pleasure, 
as one sees �t to use them.

Be Known . Be Still… Hateful thoughts:

Hate is another side of lust, it’s the other side 
of the same coin to be explained in this manner. What 
truly formulates hate and frustration. �e fact remains 
in the pleasures that one has created in the mind, as a 
thought process which lead to certain actions. When 
one does not get, what one wishes, when the point of 
opinions changers and disagreements take place, agita-
tion build up with anger, that too is due to the fact of 
not been able to have your own way in things. �is 
leads to an ultimate hate and frustrating thought 
process, which in turns becomes actions that takes 
place. Whatever it takes to get my opinion done and 
have my way - is the main thinking behind all thoughts 
of hate, frustration, envy and enmity.

Delusions:

Delusion, is a very strong word that has many 
meanings in the practice of Buddhism. Delusion refers 
to many ideas that one could be clouded. Mainly it 
refers to I , Me and Mine. �e concept of wanting what  
‘I choose to have, craving for my thoughts to be in a 
happy state of mind, I end up with all things that gives 
me pleasure, which are mine to have and to treasure for 
future.’ 

Delusion come in with ignorance, not realizing 
the fact of change in all situation. One does not want to 
accept this change, that is evident in all levels. It is 
mainly due to the fact of being in a delusion. Delusion 
towards the thinking process, the delusion of the deci-
sion-making process and so follow to, delusion of the 
actions being made. 

It builds in to a web of delusions which cannot 
be identi�ed unless one has developed the wisdom of 
re�ection, building it to realization.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse 251

 • �ere is no �re like lust; 
  no grip like hate;
  no net like delusion:
  no river like craving.
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Dhammapadaya
Purify thoughts, words and deeds...

Watchful of speech, well restrained in mind, let him do 
nought unskillful through his body. Let him purify these 
three ways of action and win the path realized by the sages.

Be Known . Be Still…

Images of the mind

Eye

�ripitaka Book :
Gradual Sayings III Page 121

Visible Object
Arises Visual Consciousness

Feeling

Craving

Grasping

Becoming
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Tripitakaya:
�e path of Discrimination
Page 10

Bhikkus, all is to be directly known?
And what is all that is to be directly known? Eye is to be 
directly known, visible objects are to be directly known, eye 
consciousness is to be directly known, eye contact is to be 
directly known, any feeling that arises with eye contact as 
its condition whether pleasant or painful or neither-pain-
ful-nor pleasant is also to be directly known. 

Ear is to be directly known, sounds... 
Nose is to be directly known, odours ... 
Tongue is to be directly known, �avours...
Body is to be directly known, tangible objects ... 

Mind is to be directly known, ideas are to be directly 
known, mind consciousness is to be directly known, mind 
contact is to be directly known, any feeling that arises with 
mind contact as its condition whether pleasant or painful 
or neither-painful-nor-pleasant is also to be directly 
known' ,
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In search of happiness

Words of wisdom

All forms of su�ering are created in the mind 
and in the thought process which keeps changing. To 
achieve and have what is most desired by a person will 
one day bring su�ering. As the desire towards the plea-
sures keeps changing and the impermanence needs to 
be realized.

�e fact of change and pleasures that change 
with time bring forth the su�ering in mind. Because of 
the change, one keeps searching to achieve and own the 
impossible sensations of desire in the mind, deceived by 
one’s own thoughts, thinking that it will lead to happi-
ness.

Be Known . Be Still… �e desire never ceases.

One is ignorant to the fact of change and with 
change follow the state of impermanence in all forms of 
life. Everything that is seen as pleasurable only and only 
last for a time before reaching the ‘fading way….’ and 
‘passing away….’

Images of the mind gives a clear view as to 
what really takes place in one’s own mind and how con-
tact with feelings arises more desire laminated by 
Desire.

�ere is an ultimate happiness….
Only to be found in realizing 
Niwana, Nibbana.
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Tripitakaya: Kindered Sayings 4.
Suttra : Nibbana
Page no: 170

“Nibbana, Nibbana!" is the saying, friend Sariputta.
Pray, friend, what is Nibbana?’
'�e destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the
destruction of illusion, friend, is called Nibbana.’

"And what is that path, friend, what is that approach to
the realization of this Nibbana?'
It is this Ariyan Eightfold Path, friend, for the realization
of Nibbana to wit: right view, right aim, right speech, 
right action, right living, right e�ort, right mindfulness, 
right concentration. 
Such, friend, is this path, this approach to the realization 
of Nibbana.’
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Dhammapadaya
(Verse: 183)
 
  To cease from all evil,
  to cultivate good,
  to purify one's mind.
  �is is the teaching of all the
  Buddhas

Tripitakaya: Kindered Sayings 5.
Suttra : Nibbana
Page no: 170

 Ultimate happiness – only in Nibbana Niwana

  “ It is in the detachment of desire, 
  detachment of craving,
  and detachment of ignorance.”

      Lord Buddha
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he places that we search for happiness depends  
 on the priority which we have given for desire. 
We search for happiness, in all our relationships, in all 
our jobs, in education, in social systems, in di�erent 
family back grounds, in beauty, in all things materialis-
tically that we can buy and keep us happy. For ever and 
ever….

We search for happiness in towns and cities. 
When this does not full �ll us entirely, we move to 
di�erent counties and even, di�erent worlds….. life 
after life we search for something new that would bring 
us the same happiness that we once knew,  once 
remembered, once treasured. Once loved. But truly 
what do we search for? We search for all desirable plea-
sures to bring us the happiness that we so long for life 
after life in a never-ending mirage of desire.

t

In search of happiness we get caught up with 
all pleasurable desires. Mistaken to a great extent we are 
made to believe of some very speci�c things: in our 
normal worldly systems, cultures and methods of 
living; that all happiness is hidden in all worldly things. 
We start to follow the same patterns of thinking; that 
happiness is hidden in all worldly things. We ourselves 
late on in life, therefore, becomes enslaved by our own 
desires and to full �ll such desires we keep searching for 
more ways to achieve this so-called worldly happiness 
which is hidden. We start to dedicate our capabilities, 
more time, spend more money and even educate our 
self-more in di�erent skills etc., only to be able to 
achieve our desires, to have and cherish this desire for as 
long as possible. Hoping and dreaming that it would 
last eternally.

Yet again and again all living beings fall in to 
the trap of an imaginary happiness which last for a 
while; a desire which never seem to end. A desire which 
is countless in it wanting for more and wanting to 
achieve more in life. After a certain point the desire 

Never ending Desire

Be Known . Be Still… takes over all our feeling and desire controls one’s 
thoughts. �e thought and decision of having all desir-
able pleasure seems to be the only goal. In life  a person 
gets completely deceived by desire. Hoping and praying 
at times, that this desire will bring happiness. �e 
chains of never-ending desire continue with its shadow 
of never endling su�ering that follows

Only to see it last for a short time, it may be 
days, weeks, years, or millenniums but ‘search’ is all that 
we do only to see it, own it and have it for a time and 
�nally see the desired pleasures fade away with time and 
ends in decay and death. 

Changing in every moment, every single day 
that passes by desire changes, all our hopes dreams and 
wishers is within our reach for a time period it is within 
our grasp for a short time span which could be de�ned 
a week’s months years or a life time but still when the 
change comes to a person time that we owned it is 

never enough and then it disappears and we hope for a 
brighter tomorrow…. Again, and again to have and to 
hold the most valued feelings that lies beneath us.

In all 31 realms the state of change and imper-
manence keeps happening and the entire system is 
governed by this change and the thought process that 
keeps wanting more and more to have and treasure, in 
search of happiness being deceived by a ‘never-ending 
desire’.

Desire….
Created by the mind, to feed the mind…..
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manence keeps happening and the entire system is 
governed by this change and the thought process that 
keeps wanting more and more to have and treasure, in 
search of happiness being deceived by a ‘never-ending 
desire’.

Desire….
Created by the mind, to feed the mind…..
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he places that we search for happiness depends  
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Yet again and again all living beings fall in to 
the trap of an imaginary happiness which last for a 
while; a desire which never seem to end. A desire which 
is countless in it wanting for more and wanting to 
achieve more in life. After a certain point the desire 
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Never ending Desire

Tripitakaya:
�e Guide  
Page 13 & 14

Herein, what is the grati�cation
When a mortal desire, if his desire is ful�lled,
He is sure to be happy by getting what he wants 
�is is the grati�cation.

Herein, what is the disappointment ?
 Desire-born and willful, if his desires elude him,
He becomes as deformed as if pierced by a barb 
�is is the disappointment.
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Tripitakaya:
�e book of Kindred sayings      Book 5
Page 48 & 49

Sense desire.

�e sense-pleasures

Monks, there are these �ve pleasures of sense. What �ve?

�ere are objects cognizable by the eye, objects desirable, 
desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, 
inciting to lust. 

�ere are sounds cognizable by the ear…
scents cognizable by the nose. .
 savors cognizable by the tongue... 

contacts cognizable by the body, desirable, pleasant, 
delightful and dear, passion-fraught, inciting to lust. 

�ese, monks, are the �ve pleasures of sense. It is for the full 
comprehension ...
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Never ending Desire

Dhammapadaya
(Verses: 153 & 154)

�rough many a birth
I have wandered in this

round of lives and deaths,
vainly seeking the builder of
this dwelling. Sorrowful is

repeated birth. O house-builder!
You are seen. All your rafters

and your ridge-pole are
broken. �e mind is

dissolved and the
extinction of desire
has been achieved
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Be Known . Be Still…

Never ending Desire

In life

You may want to buy new clothes and having 
new clothes is a necessity in life, but what happens after 
that is what needs to be analyzed. You could buy some-
thing new and then the times change, designs change 
and patterns change. Your new dress does not seem to 
be apricated anymore so you decide to buy something 
new again, seeing something changes your mind and 
this new dress is better than the other and our mind 
keeps changing in di�erent options given and we reach 
for a better thing and then keep going on, as the satis-
faction of that particular desire for that dress, only last 
for a time and it becomes a normal thing. When the 
appreciation is gone we search for something new and 
exciting to give us that extra urge. We search for a 
higher excitement that thrills the mind.

Same thing follows in: 

Di�erent movies
Di�erent music
Di�erent perfumes
Di�erent taste
Di�erent feeling

All this is created with thoughts and then it 
becomes actions, which turns into words. We are so 
used in thinking; ‘ when we don’t have what we want, 
that brings us su�ering’  because it’s not the way one 
wants it to be, it creates su�ering. �e excitement is no 
longer there the spark is missing, therefore it brings 
dullness in to life and negativity creeps in, bring along 
the pain and  deep-set su�ering….
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Never ending Desire
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Be Known . Be Still…

Real Su�ering

First type of su�ering: 

I will try a bit harder, work a bit longer and 
spend a bit more of my time so that I could change the 
situations, achieve my dreams and have all I wanted. 
And then when this becomes hard to achieve, many 
people think that this is su�ering. ‘If one gets all that he 
so desires then all su�ering will end’. Many people see 
this as su�ering but the real truth to the fact remains 
unchanged, this is su�ering but not the real su�er-
ing…. It is only the �rst type of su�ering that living 
being knows.

Second type of su�ering:

 Would one completely conquer fear, dispel the 
dankness of hate and anger, of bitterness and jealousy?  

feel safe, appreciated completely… be honored and 
looked up to, when would a person feel completely 
loved and that love forever will last without ending, not 
even by death… when would a person �nd life everlast-
ing…would that bring happiness which is lasting….

Su�ering as the way we have thought of su�er-
ing, is not the real su�ering. Su�ering, takes a di�erent 
shape altogether. �e �rst type of su�erings - one could 
�nd answers to, even if it proves to be very temporally 
answers – still you could �nd some sort of answers. 

But the second type of su�ering, this su�ering 
which lingers on… life after life. 

To diminish all our worries, fears, sadness and 
the loneliness, in search of true happiness - this is the 
real su�ering that all forms of life experience, in all the 
worlds. �is needs an answer, needs an escape.

Which is yet to be realized by a person. �at is 
why we need Sath Dhamma, the universal truth, which 
leads the way to ultimate contentment.
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Real Su�ering

First type of su�ering: 
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Real Su�ering

First type of su�ering: 

I will try a bit harder, work a bit longer and 
spend a bit more of my time so that I could change the 
situations, achieve my dreams and have all I wanted. 
And then when this becomes hard to achieve, many 
people think that this is su�ering. ‘If one gets all that he 
so desires then all su�ering will end’. Many people see 
this as su�ering but the real truth to the fact remains 
unchanged, this is su�ering but not the real su�er-
ing…. It is only the �rst type of su�ering that living 
being knows.

Second type of su�ering:

 Would one completely conquer fear, dispel the 
dankness of hate and anger, of bitterness and jealousy?  

feel safe, appreciated completely… be honored and 
looked up to, when would a person feel completely 
loved and that love forever will last without ending, not 
even by death… when would a person �nd life everlast-
ing…would that bring happiness which is lasting….

Su�ering as the way we have thought of su�er-
ing, is not the real su�ering. Su�ering, takes a di�erent 
shape altogether. �e �rst type of su�erings - one could 
�nd answers to, even if it proves to be very temporally 
answers – still you could �nd some sort of answers. 

But the second type of su�ering, this su�ering 
which lingers on… life after life. 

To diminish all our worries, fears, sadness and 
the loneliness, in search of true happiness - this is the 
real su�ering that all forms of life experience, in all the 
worlds. �is needs an answer, needs an escape.

Which is yet to be realized by a person. �at is 
why we need Sath Dhamma, the universal truth, which 
leads the way to ultimate contentment.

Dhammapadaya

Long is Samsara to those who know not the Dhamma...

 “Long is the night to wakeful; 
 long is the journey to the weary; 
 long is samsara to the foolish, 
 who know not the Sublime Truth.”
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Never ending Desire

Be Known . Be Still…

Words of wisdom:

All the world runs after a �eeting sense of hap-
piness, assuming that all material or immaterial things 
could full �ll the need of being happy. 

But is it so? �e real su�ering spring out of 
loneliness, anxiety, fear, helplessness, hatred jealousy 
and envy.

One need to be free from all forms of su�ering 
completely, to experience the ultimate happiness and 
calmness.

One needs to search for real happiness in the 
right place, in the right way. �e way of ‘Ending all 
su�ering’.
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Be Known . Be Still…

�ree phenomenal principals

�e three phenomenal principals underline the 
theory regarding the creation of thoughts. Moment, to 
moment…. to moment, through the attraction which 
one has towards the six seances, mainly follows the 
attachments of gaining the pleasure that is being sort 
after. Mainly to enjoy all its aspects, only to �nd out 
that it keeps detreating… in every passing moment.

�e disappointment of being unable to except 
the change or the impermanence. Change, comes so 
suddenly that it overwhelms the fact of life. Finally, one 
is made to think, re�ect on the change and the uncer-
tainty it brings to life at large.

With  calmness within, dawns the realiza-
tion…. of attachments and detachments - that all plea-
sure fades away into thine air in a moment of time. 
Present moment becomes a thing in the past and with a 

future unknown the only true fact of realization 
dawns….letting go. Letting go of desire, attachment, 
craving and ignorance.

Aswadaya : Attraction
Attraction to the pleasures that arises 
within the mind

Adinawaya : Disappointment
Pleasures are subjected to changes and 
impermanence…. therefore, it had 
a hidden danger of disappointment which is  

   painful and leads to su�ering

Nissaranaya : Escape
Letting go of the craving and ignorance 
is the escape. Detachment in all desires brings  

   happiness and calmness. Tranquility within 
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Tripitakaya: �e Guide
Page 13, Page 14

Herein, what is the grati�cation
When a mortal desire, if his desire is ful�lled,
He is sure to be happy by getting what he wants
�is is the grati�cation.

Herein, what is the disappointment ?
Desire-born and willful, if his desires elude him,
He becomes as deformed as if pierced by a barb 
�is is the disappointment.

Herein, what is the escape?
He that shaun desires, as a snake's head with his foot,
And is mindful evades this attachment to the world
�is is the escape.

Herein, what is the grati�cation?
Fields, gardens and money, cattle and horses, 
bondsmen and men,
Women and kin: many are the desires that a man wants
�is is the grati�cation

Herein, what is the disappointment
Impotent-seeming troubles overwhelm and crush him;
�en pain invades him, as water a broken boat
�is is the disappointment

Herein what is the escape?
So let a man be mindful ever in shunning sense-desires;
Let him abandon them and cross over the �ood
�is is the escape.
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Never ending Desire

Dhammapadaya
(Verse 277)
 
  Transient are conditioned things…….

  All conditioned things are impermanent. 
  When one sees this in wisdom, then one becomes  
  dispassionate towards the painful. 
  �is is the path to purity. 

Tripitakaya: �e Guide
Page 13, Page 14

Herein, what is the grati�cation
When a mortal desire, if his desire is ful�lled,
He is sure to be happy by getting what he wants
�is is the grati�cation.

Herein, what is the disappointment ?
Desire-born and willful, if his desires elude him,
He becomes as deformed as if pierced by a barb 
�is is the disappointment.

Herein, what is the escape?
He that shaun desires, as a snake's head with his foot,
And is mindful evades this attachment to the world
�is is the escape.

Herein, what is the grati�cation?
Fields, gardens and money, cattle and horses, 
bondsmen and men,
Women and kin: many are the desires that a man wants
�is is the grati�cation

Herein, what is the disappointment
Impotent-seeming troubles overwhelm and crush him;
�en pain invades him, as water a broken boat
�is is the disappointment

Herein what is the escape?
So let a man be mindful ever in shunning sense-desires;
Let him abandon them and cross over the �ood
�is is the escape.
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Craving

Be Known . Be Still…

�ree Kinds of Cravings
(�anha)

Kama �anha Craving for sensual desires

Bava �anha Craving for existence to have the 
desired pleasure

Vihawa �anha Craving for eternal life to experi-
ence the desires

Tripitaka Book : 
Dhamma Chakka Pawattana Sutta 25-26-27
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he �rst carving that a person gets attached to is  
 names Kama �anha which is craving for all 
sensual desires. With the help of the six senses, one is 
able to identify sight, sound, smell, taste, touch and 
thoughts which further on gets laminated by lust, hate 
and delusions giving evidence to all sensual desires as 
kama thanha.

Bawa �anha
Craving for life to experience the sensual pleasure.

Bava �anha is known as the craving for exis-
tence, to enjoy the said kama thanha – sensual pleasure 
in life. Once a person gets attached to all sensual desires 
he may not want to see it come to an end, craving to 
enjoy the said pleasures in this life not once but many a 
times. �is is known as Bawa �anha, Craving for 
becoming.

t

Kama �anha 
Craving for sensual desire

• Wisdom • 

Vibawa �anha
Craving for life eternal to enjoy the sensual pleasure.

Vibawa �anha, this is what comes next. �is 
life in its glorious ways are not enough to enjoy all the 
said pleasures and desires, a person longs to hold on to 
life, after life carving for eternal life to enjoy the said 
pleasures. Imagining that one day it would all come 
true and I will be completely ful�lled with happiness. 
With this delusion one craves for more to have life eter-
nal.
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Vibawa �anha
Craving for life eternal to enjoy the sensual pleasure.

Vibawa �anha, this is what comes next. �is 
life in its glorious ways are not enough to enjoy all the 
said pleasures and desires, a person longs to hold on to 
life, after life carving for eternal life to enjoy the said 
pleasures. Imagining that one day it would all come 
true and I will be completely ful�lled with happiness. 
With this delusion one craves for more to have life eter-
nal.

Tripitakaya:
�e Book of the kindred sayings         Book 5 
 Page 357

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about Ill

Birth is Ill, decay is Ill, sickness is Ill, death is Ill: likewise
sorrow and grief, woe, lamentation and despair. To be 
conjoined with things which we dislike: to be separated 
from things which we like,- that also is ill. Not to get what 
one wants,-
that also is Ill. In a word, this body, this �vefold mass 
which is based on grasping,--that is Ill.

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth 
about the arising of ill:

It is that craving that leads back to birth, along with the
lure and the lust that lingers longingly now here, now 
there: namely, the craving for sensual pleasure, the craving 
to be born again, the craving for existence to end. Such, 
monks,

is the Ariyan truth about the arising of ill.

And this, monks, is the Ariyan truth 
about the ceasing of ill:

Verily it is the utter passionless cessation of, the giving up,
the forsaking, the release from, the absence of longing for 
this craving.
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And this, monks, is the Ariyan truth 
about the ceasing of ill:

Verily it is the utter passionless cessation of, the giving up,
the forsaking, the release from, the absence of longing for 
this craving.
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Be Known . Be Still…

�ree Kinds of Su�ering

Dukkha - Dukkha Not having what one’s 
desire

Viparinama - Dukkha All desires are subject to 
change unpleasant feeling

Sankara - Dukkha �e impermanent state of 
desires appears in all life 
forms and all 31 realms
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Craving

�ree kinds of carving bring one three kinds of 
su�erings

Dukkha – Dukkha
 �e su�ering created due to the fact longing 

for pleasure.

 Dukkha means su�ering.

 Basic needs such as food, shelter, clothing and 
medications needs to be there for all human 
beings and not being able to have the very 
basic of needs - is a su�ering. Which is the �rst 
dukkha or su�ering explained.

 But then, there is another su�ering which is 
referred to in the second Dukkha – which is 
craving for pleasures 

e.g.:  A house is there to live, but one craves in 
having the most luxuries house that one can 

have. �ere comes the attachment with su�er-
ing, this is referred to as the second dukkha or 
su�ering. Never being satis�ed or contented 
with what is there in the present, creates the 
second su�ering. �is could last for life times.

Viparinama Dukkha
 Su�ering due to the non-acceptance of imper-

manence or change.

 Viparinama means change of desires.

 All desires are subjected to change. �is chang-
ing factor of all desires 

 (impermanence) brings a lot of su�ering as one 
is attached to desires. �e thought remains, in 
all living beings - seeking for happiness to be 
found in the pleasures. Without the desired 
pleasure being changed or without losing the 
value of the pleasures. And when the change 

does take place, it brings the whole mess of 
su�ering with it again.

Sankara Dukkha
 Su�ering due to mental formations

 Sankara means the formations, which occurs 
through mental fabrications. Due to the 
impermanent state of all worlds and all 31 
realms, the su�ering continues, due to desir-
able attachments through mental fabrications. 

 Di�erent mental formations connected to vari-
ous attachments and information on details, 
forms the thought process, which is been 
followed or created as mental formations. 
�rough this very process one seeks for life 
after live and eternal existence to have the 
desires. To enjoy the desires eternally, this 
creates su�ering throughout the entire exis-
tence, forming chains of su�ering.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse: 31

  �e bhikkhu who
  delights in vigilance
  and who looks with fear on
  negligence advances like �re
  burning all fetters,
  small and large
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amma in pali, and Karma in Sanskrit means  
 actions - the cause of action. Every action has a 
re�ecting e�ect and therefore, the ongoing chains of 
Sansara is created. Every single thought process with 
certain speci�c intentions; creates an action process 
leading it to be an e�ect of Karma. 

Karma is the cause, and Vipaka is the e�ect. In 
this regard there are good kamma and bad kamma. 
Both aspects are being created by oneself. �erefore, it 
leads to a future that bares such fruits which one has 
created through the karmic process.

�ere is no calculation or any type of method 
to understand the beginning of the Karmaic process. 
�e very �rst karma that was created to follow the 
entire process, it is an understanding which only a 

t

�e chains of Karma

Be Known . Be Still…

�e meaning of Kamma - Karma

Samma Sambuddha could gain. �erefore,  it is not  
possible to understand the very �rst karma which has 
been done, where it all started, as it may belong to 
many many life times.

However, it is possible to understand the cause 
and e�ect of certain things and certain situations that 
leads to di�erent circumstances in life. �e root cause 
of any type of Karma has its roots in desire. Any situa-
tion, which is purely due to desire, and the attachment 
of desire creates Karma. �e decisions that we make out 
of desire in certain situations builds yet again, good or 
bad karma. Making it to be another link in the chains 
of sansara.
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Samma Sambuddha could gain. �erefore,  it is not  
possible to understand the very �rst karma which has 
been done, where it all started, as it may belong to 
many many life times.

However, it is possible to understand the cause 
and e�ect of certain things and certain situations that 
leads to di�erent circumstances in life. �e root cause 
of any type of Karma has its roots in desire. Any situa-
tion, which is purely due to desire, and the attachment 
of desire creates Karma. �e decisions that we make out 
of desire in certain situations builds yet again, good or 
bad karma. Making it to be another link in the chains 
of sansara.
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�e chains of Karma

Tripitakaya:
�e book of Gradual Saying.    Book 4
Page 221
Root of things

Monks, if wanderers of other views should question you 
thus: "Wherein, sirs, are all things rooted? What is their 
origin? What gives rise to all things; what is their con�u-
ence; what is their chief state; what their-master state; 
what their

further state; and of all things what is most precious?" 
Monks, thus questioned, how wuld you answer those wan-
derers of other views?

If, monks, wanderers of other views should so . . . question 
you, answer them thus: "Reverend sirs, all things are rooted 
in desire; 

they have their origin in attention; contact gives rise to 
them; their con�uence is feeling; their chief state is concen-

tration; mindfulness is their master state; wisdom their 
further state; and of all things emancipation is themost 
precious."

Monks, thus questioned, so answer.
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Tripitakaya:
�e book of Gradual Saying.    Book 4
Page 221
Root of things

Monks, if wanderers of other views should question you 
thus: "Wherein, sirs, are all things rooted? What is their 
origin? What gives rise to all things; what is their con�u-
ence; what is their chief state; what their-master state; 
what their

further state; and of all things what is most precious?" 
Monks, thus questioned, how wuld you answer those wan-
derers of other views?

If, monks, wanderers of other views should so . . . question 
you, answer them thus: "Reverend sirs, all things are rooted 
in desire; 

they have their origin in attention; contact gives rise to 
them; their con�uence is feeling; their chief state is concen-

Tripitakaya:
�e book of gradual sayings.  book 1
Page 262

�e Guarded and the unguarded mind….

“when the mind is unguarded, the bodily actions are 
unguarded, 

speech is unguarded, and mental actions are unguarded….

When the mind is guarded, the bodily actions are guarded, 

speech is guarded, and mental actions are guarded….”

tration; mindfulness is their master state; wisdom their 
further state; and of all things emancipation is themost 
precious."

Monks, thus questioned, so answer.
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Be Known . Be Still…

It is the desire that chains one to sansara or the 
wheel of life. Ignorance creates desire and desire creates 
the origination of dependency, Pattichcha Samupadha-
ya which is laminated by greed, hate and delusion. It is 
the force of Kamma that runs the chains of Pattichcha 
Samupadaya - the dependent origination, giving life to 
Contact, Feeling, Craving, Grasping, Becoming, brings 
life to Birth and �nally Decay and Death.

 Again, and again being chained with Igno-
rance…..Kamma governs the process of life, when a 
person reacts in di�erent ways and when the actions are 
being taken, new karma is born in accordance with the 
process. Making a person Rethink and act in certain 
speci�c ways. Decisions are made, depending on new 
situations and things that needs to be taken in to 
account Followed by another thought process which 
leads in to intentions and actions. 

�ought process in the creation of Kamma

�e chains of Karma

�e entire Pattichcha Samupadaya – the 
dependent origination takes its lead, moment to 
moment, within this process of karma. Karma is the 
law of Cause’ and ‘E�ect’. 
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Tripitakaya:
�e Book of the kindred sayings - Book V 
Page 296

Monks, although a rijah, a roller of the wheel, holding 
supreme lordship and dominion over four continentes, on 
the break-up of body is reborn after death in the Happy 
Lot, in the Heaven World, in the company of the Devas of 
the �irty

�ree; although he spends his time there in Nandana 
Grove, attended by a troop of nymphs, supplied and 
provided with, surrounded by, celestial pleasures of sense, 
although he is possessed of these four things, yet is he not 
released from Purgatory,

�e entire Pattichcha Samupadaya – the 
dependent origination takes its lead, moment to 
moment, within this process of karma. Karma is the 
law of Cause’ and ‘E�ect’. 

He is not released from (birth in) the womb of an animal, 
he is not released from the realm of ghosts, he is not released 
from Hell, the Way of Woe, the Downfall.
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�e chains of Karma

Tripitakaya:
�e Book of the kindred sayings - Book V 
Page 296

Monks, although a rijah, a roller of the wheel, holding 
supreme lordship and dominion over four continentes, on 
the break-up of body is reborn after death in the Happy 
Lot, in the Heaven World, in the company of the Devas of 
the �irty

�ree; although he spends his time there in Nandana 
Grove, attended by a troop of nymphs, supplied and 
provided with, surrounded by, celestial pleasures of sense, 
although he is possessed of these four things, yet is he not 
released from Purgatory,

Tripitakaya:
�e Book of gradual sayings - Book 2 
Page 82

Intentional actions create kamma

“Monks I say that intention is kamma, when one intends, 
one acts by deeds, words, and thoughts.”

      Lord Buddha

He is not released from (birth in) the womb of an animal, 
he is not released from the realm of ghosts, he is not released 
from Hell, the Way of Woe, the Downfall.
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Tripitakaya:
Gradual Sayings Book 3
Page 239 - �e means-(Karma)

““Monks, there are these three means to heap up deeds. 
What three?

Greed is a means to heap up deeds; hate is a means to heap 
deeds; delusion is a means to heap up deeds. 

Monks, not from greed does not-greed heap up, but from 
greed surely greed heaps up; not from hate does not-hate 
heap up, but from hate surely hate heaps up; not from 
delusion does non-delusion heap up, but from delusion 
surely delusionheaps up.

Monks, not of deeds, greed-born, hate-born, delu-
sion-born,are devas, are men, nor they who fare along the 
happy way monks, of deeds born of greed, hate, delusion, 
hell is, brute-birthis, the ghost-realm is, and they who fare 
along the evil way.

Verily, monks, these are the three means to heap up deeds-
Monks, there are these three means to heap up deeds. 

What three?

Not-greed is a means to heap up deeds; not-hate is a means 
to heap up deeds; non-delusion is a means to heap up deeds 
Monks, not from not-greed does greed heap up, but from 
not-greed surely not-greed heaps up; not from not-hate does 
hate heap up, but from not-hate surely not-hate heaps up; 
not from non-delusion does delusion heap up, but from 
non-delusion surely non-delusion heaps up.

Monks, not of deeds, born of not-greed, not-hate, non-de-
lusion, is hell, brute-birth, the ghost-realm, nor they who 
fare along the evil way; monks, of deeds, born of not-greed, 
not-hate, non-delusion, devas are, men are, and they who 
fare along the happy way

Verily ,monks, these are the three means to heap up deeds.
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�e chains of Karma
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Be Known . Be Still…

Decisions of bad kamma
 �ere are three main causes for bad kamma.

Desirable Attachments:

Desirable lustful attachments as a cause of 
kamma produces more and more lustful attachments 
that forms  life. It is a pure e�ect or vipaka. �is causes 
su�ering, in previous lives, in this life and the next life 
as well. Until the e�ect of the bad kamma is reduced 
and eradicated completely. �e want, for all things 
pleasurable lies in all living being. �e value changes 
according to the worlds and realms they belong to. 
Making it the underlining process of been attached to 
desires. Lustful desires brings forth, lustful decisions 
and lustful actions, which follows as formations of bad 
karma brining bad e�ects, that brings results to be dealt 
with later on in life. 

Hate: 

Hate as a cause of kamma, produces more and 
more hate as an e�ect or vipaka. �is too leads to su�er-
ing. In this life or in the next life or in previous lives led. 
Before it builds up to hate, there is a process involved in 
same – starting with been annoyed and agitated, then 
follows the dough’s and been angry with certain things, 
then the same process leads to been impatient not been 
able to tolerate, then comes the hateful thought 
process. �e hateful feelings which is seen in life or a 
person could hold on to hateful feeling hidden deep 
within oneself. Feelings which are not been openly 
seen. Whichever it might be it has the same e�ect of the 
bad karma been in action and the e�ect – vipaka  will 
follow in life.

Delusion:

 Delusion as a cause of kamma produces more 
and more delusion as an e�ect or vipaka. �is intern 

leads to more su�ering in this life, in the next life or in 
previous lives led. Being in a state of delusion to what? 
Delusion in thinking that all pleasurable desired things, 
would and could remain in its original sense with out 
change. Delusion to the fact of impermanence, being 
followed in the process of all birth and all life forms. 
Delusion to the fact of ‘thinking that dreams are meant 
to be true, some day or in some life time that all things 
desired will come to fruit’. �e delusion in thoughts 
and intended delusion in certain actions will result in 
bad karma, being formed yet again to be dealt with as 
an e�ect or vipaka.
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Decisions of bad kamma
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an e�ect or vipaka.
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�e chains of Karma

Tripitakaya:
�e book of gradual sayings. Book IV
Page 300

Sense desire.

" Monks, there are these �ve strands of sense desire. What 
�ve?

Shapes cognizable by the eye, longed for, alluring, pleasur-
able, lovely, bound up with passion and desire. Sounds 
cognizable by the ear. . smells by the nose. . . tastes by the 
tongue . . . contacts by the touch, longed for, alluring, plea-
surable, lovely, bound up with passion and desire.
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Be Known . Be Still…

Decisions of good kamma
 �ere are three main causes for good kamma

Detachment of desire: 

Detachment of desire brings forth the cause of 
good karma, which detaches desire as vipaka or e�ect of 
good karma. It could also be de�ned as intentions and 
actions made without the fact of, holding on to all plea-
surable desire or been attached to it. It’s a decision of 
good karma. And in this process same as the other, the 
e�ect of kamma follows but it will be an e�ect of good 
karma that will follow its way to a person.

Detachment of Hate: 

Detachment of hate brings forth the cause of 
good karma, detaches hate as vipaka or as an e�ect of 
good karma. Intentions of a hateful action needs to be 

identi�ed �rst and then, when one detaches hateful 
ideas and feelings that is attached in the process, all 
good things comes to pass. Followed by a vipaka or 
e�ect of good karma being formed.

Detachment of Delusion: 

Detachment of delusion as a cause, detaches 
delusion as an e�ect. Detachment of delusion mainly 
lies, in realizing the facts of life or oneself. �e realiza-
tion itself creates an opening point to consider the facts 
of life as they truly are. Not realizing the change and 
impermanent fact of life, brings sorrow throughout the 
life. �is leads to more and more bad decisions and bad 
karmic e�ect. Accepting and being detached from delu-
sions results in good karma to form, and its bene�ts to 
be gained in life.
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Be Known . Be Still…

Karma in previous lives.

A person may not be able to pay o� all the bad 
karmic e�ect that had been done in all previous lives. It 
is to be known that the e�ect of the karmic reactions or 
the e�ect ( vipaka) follows a person for 91 kappa. It is a 
period of time, which the number of years cannot be 
accurately de�ned and said.

Within the 91 kappa there is most likely a 
chance that one will have to undergo the e�ects of 
karmic processes been made in former lives. It may be 
good karma that has come to life or it may result in bad 
karma that has been made to e�ect. Which ever karmic 
e�ects will come to pass and in that time period it is 
extremely important that we make the right decisions 
in life and take the right actions.

�ere is a wisdom named Purwe Niwasanu-
sathi – a wisdom of identifying past lives of a person. 
Events of a certain past life in connection with situa-
tions or people in this life. �is wisdom de�nes many 
factors that come to play with regard to karma been 
performed, good or bad and its e�ects which would 
follow in di�erent lifetimes or that same said lifetime. 
Been able to see these previous lifetime activities, is a 
great wisdom and it could help in speci�c problems and 
challengers which has followed as a karmic process in to 
this life.

�e most important fact of this wisdom is, that 
it could help a person to know the wrong done, in order 
to correct it at some level. Merits could be performed 
and the right type of thinking process could result in 
many good karma being formed to reduce the e�ect of 
the bad karma.
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Tripitakaya:
Kindred Saying,   book: 5
Page: 270/ 271

Causal Occasion

Move over friends by cultivating….

I know as it really is the causal occasion as such, and 
what is not the causal occasion as such.

Move over friends by cultivating….

I know in its causal occasion and the conditions of fruit, 
of actions done in past, present and future times.

Move over friends by cultivating….

I can remember my divers’ existences in the past, to wit, 
one birth, two births and so no…

�us, with all details and characteristics I can remember 
my diver’s existence in the past time. 
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�e chains of Karma

Tripitakaya:
�e book of gradual sayings,   book: 1
Page: 263

Desire for things in the past, present and future

Monks there are three causes of the origin of actions 
Kamma. What are they?

Desire is generated for things which in the past were based 
on desire, for similar things in the future, as well as in the 
present time.

And how are these things generated from things in the past? 
One remembers and returns over in the mind thoughts 
about things based on desire in the past. As he does so desire 
is generated. Becoming desirous, he is fettered by those 
things. I call this fatter, that mind is with lust.”

“this phase is similar for things in the past and present. 
Like wise one foreseen the result turns away from it. Pene-
trate it by Insight and see it plainly to prevent arising of 
desirable actions - Kamma.
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t the cause of death, one does not exit this  
 world completely, but rebecomingaccurse in 
one of the realms according to the last thoughts process, 
one has had when dying and the merits gained when 
living, creates an energy line which forms in rebecom-
ing of that which the energy line produced. Re becom-
ing accrues in all the said states or realms, as follows.

•  Dugathi Loka – four states of depravation realms

1. Niraya – Woeful state of su�ering

2. �irisan yoni – Animal kingdom

3. Pratha yoni – Ghostly beings

4. Asura yoni – �e plane of asura demons

a

Rebecoming

Be Known . Be Still…

Rebecoming . 31 realms of existence

•  �e Seven happy states of Sugathi Loka

1. �e realm of human beings

2. Six kinds of heavenly realms 
 – Deva Loka

•  Sixteen kinds of Rupa loka
1. Brahma loka – Five merital form realms

•  Four kinds of Arupa loka

1. Formless realms of Brahma loka
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Rebecoming

Dhammapadaya:
Verse 220

  A man long absent and returned safe from afar, 
his kinsmen, friends, and well-wishers welcome 
on his arrival 

  Likewise, his good deeds will receive the well-doer 
who has gone from this world to the next, as kins-
men will receive a dear one on his return. 
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Be Known . Be Still…

�ree kinds of cravings such as 

 • Kama thanha –  desire for sensual pleasure.

 • Bava thanha –  desire for life, to experience  
   the sensual pleasure.

 • Vibawa thanha –  desire for life everlasting to  
   experience the sensual  
   desires over and over again.

Brings upon three kinds of su�ering

 • Dukkha – Dukkha

�e su�ering created due to the fact longing  
 for pleasure.

Rebecoming . 31 realms of existence

• Wisdom • 

 • Viparinama Dukkha

  Su�ering due to the non-acceptance of 
  impermanence or change.

 • Sankara Dukkha

  Su�ering due to mental formations.
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Be Known . Be Still…

Rebecoming in three worlds

• Wisdom • 

• Kama loka

Kama, meaning of sensual pleasures, Loka 
meaning for worlds.

Living beings in this world experience sensual 
desires and continue on their caving for desires 
more and more.

• Rupa Loka

Fine material worlds, worlds of the Brahma 
where they gain pleasure, and seek for pleasure 
through the re�ned form of their pleasure. In 
these worlds the form of things exists. �erefor 
the world consists of forms of very �ne materi-
al pleasures.

• Arupa Loka

Arupa meaning,there are no forms or de�ned 
bodies in this realm. It is a Brahma world 
where the Brahma’s has no physical body or 
any type of form or shape, neither do they have 
a �ne body with a form or shape. Without any 
form it purelyexisted on mental energy. Only 
the energy of the mentality is extremely power-
ful and it is present in these worlds of Arupa 
loka.
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Rebecoming
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• Wisdom • 

Tripitakaya:
�e Book of the kindred sayings - Book V 
Page 296

Monks, although a rijah, a roller of the wheel, holding
supreme lordship and dominion over four continents, 
on the break-up of body is reborn after death in the Happy 
Lot, in the Heaven World, in the company of the Devas of 
the �irty �ree; although he spends his time there in Nan-
dana Grove, attended by a troop of nymphs, supplied and 
provided with, surrounded by, celestial pleasures of sense, 
although he is possessed of these four things, yet is he not 
released from Purgatory,
He is not released from (birth in) the womb of an animal, 
he is not released from the realm of ghosts, he is not released 
from Hell, the Way of Woe, the Downfall.
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Rebecoming

Dhammapadaya:
Verse 57

 Rebirth - consciousness of Arahants cannot be traced... 

  Mara �nds not the path of those who are virtuous, 
  careful in living, and freed by right knowledge. 
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Be Known . Be Still…

Rebecoming……Life after life…..

 �e process of mental factors which combines 
to formulate rebecoming.

 • Ignorance linked with feeling and craving, 
generates kamma (mental energy) formulated 
in this life by the deeds been done good or bad 
action’s and thoughts. Also in previous lives or 
this life.

 • Grasping – accumulation and needing for 
more of the desires to endure.

 • Becoming – of that which one longs or craves 
to have and be.

 • Birth – Karmic energy process is linked with 
ignorance, feeling, craving, grasping and 
becoming combined with the already formed 
karmic energy from previous life’s arises the 

factor for birth or rebecoming in the future, 
through the next underlined process…..

 • Consciousness
 • Name and matter
 • Development of six senses
 • Contact 
 • Feeling

�e process of dependent origination thus progress to 
create life moment to moment  in every living being. 
Choosing through factors of ‘ becoming’ in the depen-
dent origination, and forming the way to �nd the place 
that the ‘being’ belongs is a very unique process.

All  the said factors of consciousness, name and matter, 
six senses, contact and feeling combines in a karmic 
energy form, searching for a world or realm that it 
belongs to.�e accumulation of merits good deeds or 
bad deeds, disturbing factors, pleasant factors that one 
has engaged when living, all such factors come in to 
play,formulating the energy for rebecoming.
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Tripitakaya:
Gradual Sayings Book 4
Page 163 

Rebirth due to gifts

His mind, set on low things, is not made-to-become for the 
beyond and he is reborn after death among the wealthy... 
And I say this of the virtuous, not of the vicious. 
Monks, this mental aspiration of the virtuous prospers 
because of its purity.
�en again, monks, a man making a similar  gift and 
expecting a return, hearing that the company of the Four 
Royal devas are long lived, beautiful and very happy, might 
wish to be reborn among them.

Or ... among the devas of the �irty…
Or... among the Yama devas…
Or … among the Tusita devas...
Or... among the devas who delight in cresting...
Or… among the devas who have power over others’ 
creations. He �xes his mind on this thought, directs his 

attention to it and makes the thought become. His mind, 
set on low things, is not made-to-become for the beyond 
and he is reborn after death among those devas. And I say 
this of the Virtuous, not of the vicious. Monks, the mental 
aspiration of the virtuous prospers because of its purity. 
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Tripitakaya:
Gradual Sayings Book 4
Page 163 
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Dhammapadaya:
Verse 96

 When one has obtained freedom through   
 right knowledge and has become tranquil and  
 equipoised, his mind is calm,
  his words as well as his deeds are calm.

attention to it and makes the thought become. His mind, 
set on low things, is not made-to-become for the beyond 
and he is reborn after death among those devas. And I say 
this of the Virtuous, not of the vicious. Monks, the mental 
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Be Known . Be Still…

Words of wisdom:

 It is with the purest form of wisdom that one 
acknowledges the fact of su�ering in all life forms in all 
31 realms. It takes place because of the ignorance that 
one creates in one’s mind, ignorance to the real truth 
that feelings for desirable pleasure that one seeks, craves 
and grasps; not wanting to believe in the impermanent 
state of fading away of desirable pleasures. �is, in turn, 
brings the maximum amount of su�ering that one 
could endure.

 Change and with change arises su�ering, not 
being able to except the facts of impermanence. �e 
realization of the pure truth will make one detached 
from all pleasurable desires, hateful thoughts and delu-
sion in thinking. �e purest form of realization will 
bring thus forth to all living beings.
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Rebecoming

Be Known . Be Still…

Rebecoming in the worlds of  Deva&Brahama

Deva Loka

 • Chathummaha Rajikawa – 
  the lowest of the heavenly realms.

 • �avatimsa – 
  the celestial realm, lord buddha taughtAbidha-

maya for 3months in this realm.

 • Tusithaya – 
  �is is the realm of delight, the �nal realm of 

where bodhisathwa was before descending to 
earth.

 • Nimmanarathi – 
  Realm of the Devas who could manifest and 

formulate things.

 • Paranimitha wasawarthi – 
  Realm of the Devas who got other Devas to 

create and pay service for them.

Braham Loka

 • �e plane of the �rst Dhyana
  1. Braham parisajja
  2. Braham purohitha
  3. Maha Braham

 • �e plane of the second Dhyana
  1. Parittadha
  2. Appamanabha
  3. Abasara

 • �e plane of the third Dhyana
  1. Parittasubha
  2. Appamanasubha
  3. Subhakinha
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Rebecoming

Brahama Loka

 • �e plane of the fourth Dhyana

  1. Vehapphala
  2. Asannasatta
  3. Suddhavasa : 
   Pure beings are subdivided into �ve.
                      Aviha
   Atappa
   Sudassa
   Sudassi
   Akanittha – the highest of all the realms
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Dhammapadaya:

 A Brahman is he who clings to naught…

  He, who having traversed this dangerous swamp 
  (of passion), this di�cult road (of moralde�le-

ments), the ocean of life (samsara), 
  and the darkness of ignorance (moha), 
  and havingcrossed the fourfold �ood has reached 

the other shore (Nibbana), 

  who practicestranquility and insight meditation, 
who is free from craving and from doubt, who 
clings to nothing and remains in perfect peace, 
him I call a brahmana. 
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Be Known . Be Still…

Words of Wisdom:

Deva Loka

 In all the wonders of Deva loka to the pure 
serenity of Brahama loka, one is not free from the pain 
of su�ering or the uncertainty of impermanence. As life 
in allits wonder creates a pathway to attachment, by the 
desires of delusion,created in the mind and so goes on 
the chakra of Sansara. Cercle of life; with su�ering in 
di�erent forms. Enabling and empowering becoming 
to formulate the energy for more… more of dreams to 
be ful�lled and more of tomorrows to be ful�lled…

 To be detached from all the worlds is to be 
detached from all becoming’s and free from all the 
realms.One should �rst detach desire, hate and delu-
sion. Detachment of the main roots of ignorance will 
detach all becoming’s, this truth brings one enlighten-
ment with the realizations of Nibbana.
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Karma as explained before ties all living beings  
 to a continues system of rebirth and death. �e 
process takes its turn mainly due to the fact of a person’s 
ignorance, in not knowing what should be known.

 In not knowing all the imperfections that is 
connected to desire of any form, causes the e�ects of 
Karma to take place as a result. In a good karmic situa-
tion and in all bad karmic situations, the main energy 
line of karma is formed.To deliver its e�ects which are 
due, life takes place.

Life takes place in any form in which ever the 
actions which has taken place when living,is due to the 
fact of a person’s particular behavior.�e merits gained 
or the evil done. A person’s after life get formed in 
di�erent worlds and realms.

k

Endless Sansara

Be Known . Be Still…

Connections in Karma & rebirth

With life there is always the fact of death at the 
other end.

�e in between part of life and death, is a 
collection of impressions, from life.Attached  generates 
with desire to these impressions, creating desirable 
moments.Moment to moment life is lived. In life, 
when the attachment is strong, longing for desire, 
su�ering becomes evident.
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With life there is always the fact of death at the 
other end.

�e in between part of life and death, is a 
collection of impressions, from life.Attached  generates 
with desire to these impressions, creating desirable 
moments.Moment to moment life is lived. In life, 
when the attachment is strong, longing for desire, 
su�ering becomes evident.
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Endless Sansara

Dhammapadaya:
verse 118

  Should a person perform a meritorious action, 

  he should do it again and again; he should �nd 
pleasure therein: blissful is the accumulation of 
merit. 

verse 119

  Even an evil person may still �nd happiness so  
  long as his evil deed does not bear fruit; 

  but when his evil deed does bear fruit he will  
  meet with evil consequences.

verse 120

  Even a good person may still meet with su�ering  
  so long as his good deed does not bear fruit, but  
  when it does bear fruit he will reap the bene�ts of  
  his good deed.
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�e endless desire from one thing to the other 

�e endless desire of longing to be apricated, creates 
�e endless desire of longing for a�ection, 
�e endless desire for a�ection, creates
�e endless desire for caring,
�e endless desire for loving
�e endless fear of rejection 
�e endless fear of losing   
�e endless fear of needing   
�e endless worrying   
�e endless feelings of anger   
�e endless feelings of hate
�e endless feelings of envy
�e endless feelings of delusion
�e endless craving
�e endless grasping

Creation of the endless sansara

• Wisdom • 

�e endless lives to live more
�e endless deaths that follow,

�is truth is the creation of an endless sansara. 
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Endless Sansara

Dhammapadaya:
Verse 302

  It is hard to become a bhikkhu; it is hard to be 
happy in the practice of a bhikkhu. �e hard life 
of a householder is painful; to live with those of a 
di�erent temperament is painful. A traveler in 
samsara is continually subject to dukkha; there-
fore, do not be a traveler in samsāra, do not be the 
one to be subjected to dukkha again and again.

�e endless lives to live more
�e endless deaths that follow,

�is truth is the creation of an endless sansara. 
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Rising of the World

Tripitakaya
Kindered sayings book1
Page 64

 A world within you.

  “In this one-fathom long body, along with its 
perceptions and thoughts, do I proclaim the 
world, the origin of the world and cessation of the 
world and the path leading to the cessation of the 
world”

       Lord Buddha
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ts described as the circle of existence, which  
 feeds on ignorance and craving from one thing 
to another. It’s the hope of ignorance that advances in 
achieving the �nal result of happiness.Unable to keep 
sustaining the dreams of lasting happiness, with itsev-
er-changing demands of pleasure to attachments,all 
living being on all di�erent worlds and realms follows 
the same principal factor of longing for happiness. 
Searching in all the wrong places of attachment to �nd 
the right kind of lasting happiness. 

Attachment very creatively, leads its way 
towards su�ering. All living beings without realization 
get trapped, deeper and deeper in the chains of attach-
ment,until they see no place to �nd happiness, then all 
moral thinking gets lost.Fear and misery follow’s as 
one’s shadow follows every single day.

i

Be Known . Be Still…

Rising of the world

• Wisdom • 
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Rising of the World

Tripitakaya
�e book of kindred Sayings    book 2
Page 61

“ Monks I will teach you how the world comes to be and 
passes away. What monks is the rising of the world?

Eye and visible objects, arises visual consciousness. 
Union of the three is contact.

• Dependent on contact, feeling arises

• Dependent on feeling, craving arises

• Dependent on craving, becoming arises

�is monk is the rising of the world.”

     Words of Lord Buddha
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plal= (Chakku) -  Eye — Sight
  Consciousness of sight is generated
fida; (Sotha) -  Ear — Sound
  Consciousness of sound is generated
csõyd (Jivha) -  Tongue — Taste
  Consciousness of taste is generated
>dk (Ghana) -  Nose — Smell
  Consciousness of smell is generated
ldh (Kaya) -  Body — Touch
  Consciousness of touch is generated
uk (Mana) -  Mind — Thoughts
  Consciousness of thoughts 
  are generated
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 • Eye and sight is generated, being able to identi-
fy sight is known as Visual consciousness.

 • Ear and sound  generated, being able identify-
sound is known as consciousness of hearing.

 • Nose and smell is generated, being able to 
identify smell is known as consciousness of 
smell.

 • �ong and taste is generated, being able to 
identify taste is known as consciousness of 
taste.

 • Body and touch is generated, being able to 
identify the touch is known as consciousness of 
touch.

 • Mind and thoughts are generated, being able 
to identify the thought are  known as con-
sciousness of thoughts
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 • �e Consciousness of sight is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of sound is being laminat-
ed with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of smell is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of taste is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of touch is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of thoughtsare being lami-
nated with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

  Each of the states of consciousness further gets 
laminated by lust, hate or delusion when one 
gets attached to desire. Consciousness would 
stay clear if there are no attachments of desire. 
Only the intention of sight will be identi�ed, 
sound will beidenti�ed and smells will be iden-
ti�ed…. Likewise, all six senses will be identi-
�ed correctly and the actions will take place 
accordingly without the laminations of lust, 
hate and delusion….without desirableattach-
mentsand pleasure, su�ering is expelled.
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Rising of the World

 • �e Consciousness of sight is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of sound is being laminat-
ed with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of smell is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of taste is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of touch is being laminated 
with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

 • �e Consciousness of thoughtsare being lami-
nated with desire of lust, hate and delusion.

  Each of the states of consciousness further gets 
laminated by lust, hate or delusion when one 
gets attached to desire. Consciousness would 
stay clear if there are no attachments of desire. 
Only the intention of sight will be identi�ed, 
sound will beidenti�ed and smells will be iden-
ti�ed…. Likewise, all six senses will be identi-
�ed correctly and the actions will take place 
accordingly without the laminations of lust, 
hate and delusion….without desirableattach-
mentsand pleasure, su�ering is expelled.
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1. Eye & Sight
 Visual consciousness – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -    
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

2. Ear & Sound
 Consciousness of sound – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

3. Nose & Smell
 Consciousness of smell -   Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

4. Tongue & Taste
 Consciousness of taste – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

5. Body & Touch
 Consciousness of touch – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

6. Mind & �oughts
 Consciousness of thoughts– Lustful desires 
  Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth
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1. Eye & Sight
 Visual consciousness – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -    
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

2. Ear & Sound
 Consciousness of sound – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

3. Nose & Smell
 Consciousness of smell -   Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

4. Tongue & Taste
 Consciousness of taste – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

5. Body & Touch
 Consciousness of touch – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

6. Mind & �oughts
 Consciousness of thoughts– Lustful desires 
  Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth
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1. Eye & Sight
 Visual consciousness – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -    
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

2. Ear & Sound
 Consciousness of sound – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

3. Nose & Smell
 Consciousness of smell -   Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

4. Tongue & Taste
 Consciousness of taste – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

5. Body & Touch
 Consciousness of touch – Lustful desires 
 Hateful thoughts
 Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth

6. Mind & �oughts
 Consciousness of thoughts– Lustful desires 
  Hateful thoughts
  Delusions -  
  Contact
    Feeling
    Craving
    Grasping
    Becoming
    Birth
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Dhammapadaya
Verse: 202

  �ere is
  no �re like lust,
  no crime like hatred.
  �ere is no sorrow like the
  constituents of existence,
  no happiness higher
  than tranquility.
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Dependent Origination

Avidyawa  -  Ignorance

Sankara  -  Mental Fabrications

Vinnayana -  Consciousness

Nama Rupa  -  Name and Matter (form)

Salayathana -  Development of six senses

Sparsha  -  Contact

Vedanava - Feeling

�anha  -  Craving

Upadana -  Grasping

Jathi  -  Becoming

Bhawa  -  Birth

Jara Marana  -  Decay and Death
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Tripitake
Kindered Sayings      Book : 2
Book of Nidana
Page : 16

�e  Nidana Book 

by ignorance activities come to pass, conditioned 
by activities consciousness; thus arise 
name-and-shape, sense, contact, feeling, craving, 
grasping, becoming, birth, decay-and-death, 
grief, su�ering. .. But from utter fading away and 
ceasing of ignorance, activities and the rest, 
Comes the ceasing of activities, consciousness and 
the rest. 
Even such is the ceasing of this entire mass of ill.
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Rising of the World

Ignorance:

�e meaning of ignorance de�nes the fact of 
beingignorant to the true fact of reality that lies in all 
life forms. One may think that someday day I will 
achieve all that I desire to be and will do so aswell for a 
short while.When changeskeeps taking place, the fact 
of not wanting to except these changes, creates su�er-
ing. 

One moves on to build better dreams on more 
solid ground but the same fact of life keepsappearing in 
all pleasures, which only last for a period of time before 
it fades away.

Being ignorant to this principal fact of life all 
living beings get deceivedby their own thoughts. �e 
ignorance is not due to any external factor, it is only 

created by one’s own thought process of craving.

Ignorance is such, that it covers the true su�er-
ing of all life forms in all di�erent realms & worlds, for 
a very temporally happiness and pleasure that does not 
last and fades away.
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Dhammapadaya
Verses: 153 & 154

  �rough many a birth, I have wandered in this 
  Round of lives and deaths,vainly seeking the  
  builder of this dwelling. 
  Sorrowful isrepeated birth. 
  O house-builder!
  You are seen. 
  All your raftersand your ridge-poles arebroken. 
  �e mind isdissolved and theextinction of desire
  has I been achieved.

Ignorance:

�e meaning of ignorance de�nes the fact of 
beingignorant to the true fact of reality that lies in all 
life forms. One may think that someday day I will 
achieve all that I desire to be and will do so aswell for a 
short while.When changeskeeps taking place, the fact 
of not wanting to except these changes, creates su�er-
ing. 

One moves on to build better dreams on more 
solid ground but the same fact of life keepsappearing in 
all pleasures, which only last for a period of time before 
it fades away.

Being ignorant to this principal fact of life all 
living beings get deceivedby their own thoughts. �e 
ignorance is not due to any external factor, it is only 

created by one’s own thought process of craving.

Ignorance is such, that it covers the true su�er-
ing of all life forms in all di�erent realms & worlds, for 
a very temporally happiness and pleasure that does not 
last and fades away.
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Rising of �e World

Formations - Mental Fabrications:
 
 Dependent of ignorance, arises Formations - 
mental fabrications. �e process of thoughts, that 
follows through to fabricate the delusional state of 
mind, making all dreams believable and achievable, 
giving hope to new and unsatis�ed dreams. Making 
hopes and all dreams seem like it’s in one’s reach – the 
thought process that follow such ideas are based on a 
fabricated illuminated a deceitful state of mind. It’s a 
collection of formations - information through a 
thought process, to fabricate the mental state.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse: 1

  Mind is the forerunner of (all evil) states.
  Mind is their chief and they are mind-made. 
  If one speaks or acts with an impure mind, 
  even as the wheel follows then su�ering follows  
  one even as the wheel follows the hoof of the ox.
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Be Known . Be Still…

Rising of �e World

Consciousness :

Dependent on the mental fabrications, arises 
consciousness. Information collected through the 
process of mental fabrication are regenerated and 
analyzed as thoughts and ideas. 

�e process of connecting information which 
is already gathered  by mental fabrications, now takes 
on another level of forming into identi�cation, opin-
ions and perseverance. 

It is only through the consciousness that one is 
able to fully identify thoughts or objects.�erefore, it 
plays an important role in the formation of life itself 
and living.
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Be Known . Be Still…

Six Senses

plal= (Chakku) -  Eye — Sight
  Consciousness of sight is generated
fida; (Sotha) -  Ear — Sound
  Consciousness of sound is generated
csõyd (Jivha) -  Tongue — Taste
  Consciousness of taste is generated
>dk (Ghana) -  Nose — Smell
  Consciousness of smell is generated
ldh (Kaya) -  Body — Touch
  Consciousness of touch is generated
uk (Mana) -  Mind — Thoughts
  Consciousness of thoughts 
  are generated
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Tripitakaya:
�e book of Kindred Sayings Vol II
Page 72

  Even so, brethren, if there be not passion, nor 
delight, nor craving as to any of those four foods, 
there consciousness is not stationed nor fruitful, 
there in consequence name-and-shape does not 
descend, there activities do not grow, there in the 
future is no renewed becoming and rebirth, nor 
yet decay and-death with grief, a�iction, despair.
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Dhammapadaya:
Be detached from your body...

  “ Before long, alas! �is body, deprived of 
consciousness, will lie on the earth, discarded like 
a useless log.”

  �e mind is di�cult to control; swiftly and
  lightly, it moves and lands wherever it pleases. 
  It is good to tame the mind, for a well-tamed 

mind brings happiness.
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Rising of �e World

Name & Matter (form):

Dependent on consciousness arises Name and Matter.

 Name is psychological.It is the power of the 
ideas processed, which forms in as micro cells forming 
into rays of energy and beams of light. Which inturn 
follows in forming an aura with psychological energy 
beams.

 �is process then turn into matter or known as 
form, which consist of four elements.

 Solidity, �uidity, heat and motion.

Name consisting of mental faculties:

 Vedanna – Sensation of feelings
 Sannya – Perception of identi�cation
 Sankara – Mental formations
 Vinnyana – Consciousness

Matter consisting of four elements

 Solidity
 Fluidity
 Heat
 Motion

In Pali this is known as ……

 Patavi – Solidity
 Apo - Fluidity
 �ejo – Heat
 Vayo - Motion
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Name & Matter (form):

Dependent on consciousness arises Name and Matter.

 Name is psychological.It is the power of the 
ideas processed, which forms in as micro cells forming 
into rays of energy and beams of light. Which inturn 
follows in forming an aura with psychological energy 
beams.

 �is process then turn into matter or known as 
form, which consist of four elements.

 Solidity, �uidity, heat and motion.

Name consisting of mental faculties:

 Vedanna – Sensation of feelings
 Sannya – Perception of identi�cation
 Sankara – Mental formations
 Vinnyana – Consciousness

Matter consisting of four elements

 Solidity
 Fluidity
 Heat
 Motion

In Pali this is known as ……

 Patavi – Solidity
 Apo - Fluidity
 �ejo – Heat
 Vayo - Motion
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�e Aura Body 
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Rising of the world

Development of the six senses :

Dependent on name and matter, arise the development 
on six senses. With the combination of 

 vedana – sensation of feeling 
 sannya – perception of identi�cation
 sankara – mental formations
 vinyana – consciousness

formulated with 

 Solidity
 Fluidity
 Heat
 And motion

 �e main combinations of name and matter 
arises the development of the body. With the formula-

tion of each cell the body starts to form which compris-
es of the six senses. �e development of each of these six 
senses are given life, with the attachment that one has 
created during a certain life time. �e value that some-
one has given in perfecting di�erent task using the six 
senses results in the development of the same kind of 
senses in a di�erent life time with a skill that is perfect-
ed on the same sense.

E.g.:  If a person has been a good artist in one life 
time, he uses his eye to combine the lines 
drawn with a perfect match of colors. �e 
most important part in this situation is done 
by using the eye with sight and the combina-
tion of visible consciousness. He uses this 
skillin a good way with no harm intended only 
to produce a beautiful picture, therefore, 
develops the eye sight and consciousness in a 
di�erent life in this same respect,having very 
good feel to match di�erent colors with shapes. 
In another life he could become a world-fa-
mous dress designer.

�e six senses :

 Eye with sight
 Ear with sound
 Nose with smell
 Tongue with taste
 Body with touch
 Mind with thoughts
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Development of the six senses :

Dependent on name and matter, arise the development 
on six senses. With the combination of 

 vedana – sensation of feeling 
 sannya – perception of identi�cation
 sankara – mental formations
 vinyana – consciousness

formulated with 

 Solidity
 Fluidity
 Heat
 And motion

 �e main combinations of name and matter 
arises the development of the body. With the formula-

tion of each cell the body starts to form which compris-
es of the six senses. �e development of each of these six 
senses are given life, with the attachment that one has 
created during a certain life time. �e value that some-
one has given in perfecting di�erent task using the six 
senses results in the development of the same kind of 
senses in a di�erent life time with a skill that is perfect-
ed on the same sense.

E.g.:  If a person has been a good artist in one life 
time, he uses his eye to combine the lines 
drawn with a perfect match of colors. �e 
most important part in this situation is done 
by using the eye with sight and the combina-
tion of visible consciousness. He uses this 
skillin a good way with no harm intended only 
to produce a beautiful picture, therefore, 
develops the eye sight and consciousness in a 
di�erent life in this same respect,having very 
good feel to match di�erent colors with shapes. 
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 Eye with sight
 Ear with sound
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 Tongue with taste
 Body with touch
 Mind with thoughts
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Dhammapadaya:
Fortify your mind and be nonattached...

  “ Realizing that this body is (as fragile) as a jar, 
  establishing this mind (as �rm) as a (forti�ed)  
  city, he should attack Mara with the weapon of  
  wisdom. He should guard his conquest and be  
  without attachment.”

Development of the six senses :

Dependent on name and matter, arise the development 
on six senses. With the combination of 

 vedana – sensation of feeling 
 sannya – perception of identi�cation
 sankara – mental formations
 vinyana – consciousness

formulated with 

 Solidity
 Fluidity
 Heat
 And motion

 �e main combinations of name and matter 
arises the development of the body. With the formula-

tion of each cell the body starts to form which compris-
es of the six senses. �e development of each of these six 
senses are given life, with the attachment that one has 
created during a certain life time. �e value that some-
one has given in perfecting di�erent task using the six 
senses results in the development of the same kind of 
senses in a di�erent life time with a skill that is perfect-
ed on the same sense.

E.g.:  If a person has been a good artist in one life 
time, he uses his eye to combine the lines 
drawn with a perfect match of colors. �e 
most important part in this situation is done 
by using the eye with sight and the combina-
tion of visible consciousness. He uses this 
skillin a good way with no harm intended only 
to produce a beautiful picture, therefore, 
develops the eye sight and consciousness in a 
di�erent life in this same respect,having very 
good feel to match di�erent colors with shapes. 
In another life he could become a world-fa-
mous dress designer.

�e six senses :

 Eye with sight
 Ear with sound
 Nose with smell
 Tongue with taste
 Body with touch
 Mind with thoughts
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Rising of the world

Contact:

Development of the six senses arises contact.

  Individual based six senses and the outside 
objects or elements come in to contact, and the point of 
contact with the six senses, is the arising of contact, 
which refers to the ‘Contact’ known in the dependent 
origination. �is takes place in line with the dependent 
origination. – rising of the world. It is purely because of 
contact that one is able to identify each phrase of the six 
senses.

 Identi�cation of smell    (�rough contact)

 Identi�cation of taste        (�rough contact)

 Identi�cation of touch      (�rough contact)

 Identi�cation of thoughts (�rough contact)
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Feeling :

Dependent on the contact arises feeling

Feeling could mainly divide in to three categories. 
Sukha vedanna – Pleasant feelings
Duk vedanna –  Unpleasent feelings
Noduk Nosuva vedana ( Upeksha ) –
Pleasant nor unpleasant feelings, 
neutralfeelings

�rough ‘ Contact’ we gather information 
regarding the ‘six senses’ which helps in the identi�ca-
tion of certain things and situations in life. After the 
process of identi�cation through ‘contact’, then the 
information gathered in the mind is sorted out and 
decisions are being made. 

�ese said decisions leads to certain and specif-
ic types of feelings, as mentioned above. It’s another 
mental frame work that which we make decisions, 
based upon wants, needs, pleasant and unpleasant 
desires. Finally resulting in feeling pleasant, unpleasant 
or neural feelings.
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Dhammapadaya:
Insatiable are sensual pleasures…

  Not by a shower of gold coins does contentment
  arise in sensual pleasures. 
  Of little sweetness, and painful, are sensual 
  pleasures. Knowing thus, the wise man �nds no  
  delight even in heavenly pleasures. 
  �e disciple of the Fully Enlightened One delights  
  in the destruction of craving 
  186-187

Feeling :

Dependent on the contact arises feeling

Feeling could mainly divide in to three categories. 
Sukha vedanna – Pleasant feelings
Duk vedanna –  Unpleasent feelings
Noduk Nosuva vedana ( Upeksha ) –
Pleasant nor unpleasant feelings, 
neutralfeelings

�rough ‘ Contact’ we gather information 
regarding the ‘six senses’ which helps in the identi�ca-
tion of certain things and situations in life. After the 
process of identi�cation through ‘contact’, then the 
information gathered in the mind is sorted out and 
decisions are being made. 

�ese said decisions leads to certain and specif-
ic types of feelings, as mentioned above. It’s another 
mental frame work that which we make decisions, 
based upon wants, needs, pleasant and unpleasant 
desires. Finally resulting in feeling pleasant, unpleasant 
or neural feelings.
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Rising of the world

Craving :

Dependent of feeling arises craving.

In the subconscious mind one laminates the 
process of feelings in three di�erent dimensions which 
are known as Raga, Dwesha, and Moha in Pali. Raga 
meaning of lustful desires, Dwesha – Hateful thoughts 
and Moha – delusions. Once feelings are laminated by 
the  laminations, one craves to feel the desired feelings 
over, and over in their mind, and so builds attachment 
to all desired pleasures.

When a person does not get a desired pleasure 
that he or she is attached to this same feeling takes on a 
new form of being agitated or angry. Feelings further 
on develops to a very, very dark side of depression and 
hate thoughts leading into vicious actions, jealousy and 
envy.

Both of the above patterns of thinking,occur 
due to the fact of attachment in  craving. �e �rm idea 
that one holds dear, thinking that dreams do come true 
someday; and yes it could – but at the same time it last 
for a while and fades away thanks to the process of 
change, that is evident in all things.

Refusing to except the change and the su�er-
ing attached to this change all living beings in all realms 
and di�erent worlds craves for a better life on a better 
day to experience, to pleasure that the mind holds dear 
and cannot let go. Which leads to clinging to craving, 
giving it a value that is only based in one’s mind.Only 
to �nd that the value given by oneself changers with 
time and changes again ….. leading to cravings yet 
again….leading to su�ering yet again…
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Craving :

Dependent of feeling arises craving.

In the subconscious mind one laminates the 
process of feelings in three di�erent dimensions which 
are known as Raga, Dwesha, and Moha in Pali. Raga 
meaning of lustful desires, Dwesha – Hateful thoughts 
and Moha – delusions. Once feelings are laminated by 
the  laminations, one craves to feel the desired feelings 
over, and over in their mind, and so builds attachment 
to all desired pleasures.

When a person does not get a desired pleasure 
that he or she is attached to this same feeling takes on a 
new form of being agitated or angry. Feelings further 
on develops to a very, very dark side of depression and 
hate thoughts leading into vicious actions, jealousy and 
envy.

Both of the above patterns of thinking,occur 
due to the fact of attachment in  craving. �e �rm idea 
that one holds dear, thinking that dreams do come true 
someday; and yes it could – but at the same time it last 
for a while and fades away thanks to the process of 
change, that is evident in all things.

Refusing to except the change and the su�er-
ing attached to this change all living beings in all realms 
and di�erent worlds craves for a better life on a better 
day to experience, to pleasure that the mind holds dear 
and cannot let go. Which leads to clinging to craving, 
giving it a value that is only based in one’s mind.Only 
to �nd that the value given by oneself changers with 
time and changes again ….. leading to cravings yet 
again….leading to su�ering yet again…
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Dhammapadaya:
�ere is su�ering as long as there is craving…….

  As a tree cut down sprouts forth again if its roots 
remain uninjured and strong, even so when the 
roots of craving are not destroyed, this su�ering 
arises again and again. (338)

Tripitakaya: AngutharaNikaya
Path of Discrimination.
Page 259
GS.1.: 238

Satisfaction of the world

  “Monks, if there were no satisfaction to be found 
in the world, beings would not be attached to the 
world, but since there is a satisfaction in the 
world, beings are attached to there too.”

      Lord Buddha

Misery and disinters in the world

  “If there were not misery in the world, beings 
would not be repelled by the world. But since 
there is misery in the world beings are repelled by 
the world.”

       Lord Buddha
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Be Known . Be Still…

Rising of the world

Grasping :

Dependent on craving, arises grasping.

It is purely due to the fact of craving that one 
keeps on grasping for more, and more in life. To be 
ful�lled with that you have is never enough; and beings 
get attached to all forms of grasping. 

�is thinking patten also takes on another 
view;when a person has what he or she wants in life and 
has it to the fullest as well it brings on a very di�erent 
kind of burden. One needs to keep it, protects it and 
preserve it more and more. �at too build the thought 
process in to grasping, to hold on to what has been in 
one’sposition with great dedication. �e more value 
one gives to things,individuals or feelings, the more 
time spent, the more time you dedicate, the more 

money spends,a person automatically gets more and 
more attached. 

Keeps reaching out to hold and treasure the 
more precious gift of life. �at gives value to all of the 
said attachments. �e chains of dependent origination 
follow with the rising of the world within you. A world 
created in the mind to nurture the mind….
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Dhammapadaya:
  Fettered by craving they come to grief...

  Folk, enwrapped in craving, 
  are terri�ed like a captive hare. 
  Held fast by fetters and bonds, 
  for long they come to sorrow again and again.
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kind of burden. One needs to keep it, protects it and 
preserve it more and more. �at too build the thought 
process in to grasping, to hold on to what has been in 
one’sposition with great dedication. �e more value 
one gives to things,individuals or feelings, the more 
time spent, the more time you dedicate, the more 

money spends,a person automatically gets more and 
more attached. 

Keeps reaching out to hold and treasure the 
more precious gift of life. �at gives value to all of the 
said attachments. �e chains of dependent origination 
follow with the rising of the world within you. A world 
created in the mind to nurture the mind….
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Rising of the world

Becoming :

Dependent on grasping, arises becoming.

When one yearns for ‘grasping’, one yearns for 
‘craving’, and craving leads to ‘feeling’ – feelings that 
has been treasured life after life. To feel more and more 
a person yearns for ‘contact’, which leads to being igno-
rant in the beginning of this said chain.

�e same process of thoughts follows.�e 
arising of ignorance creates and natures the rising of 
becoming, of that which one yearns to be…If a person 
craves on the  of sensual desires it becomes a pattern of 
thinking and the personality of a person forms, on 
becoming a person who yearns for all sensual desires. 

Likewise, if a person keeps getting angry all the 
time with regard to issues which are justi�able and not 
justi�able, his personality ‘becomes’ short tempered.He 
will be known as a person who is easily angered. Same 
way, if a person continuously thinks very highly of one-
self, this too falls into a pattern of becoming, becoming 
very vein in life,which follows with delusion in the 
mind. 

Personality at large is formulated by moment 
to moment on ‘becoming’.Factors which one has 
natured all his life and even lifetimes of certain qualities 
good and bad, follows along through this process. 
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Rising of the world

Becoming :

A deeper version of this process….. Becoming…

At the points of Sankara – (mental fabrica-
tions) information gets collected. �rough the process 
of Sankara – (mental fabrications) where the informa-
tion gets collected. Dependent on Sankara, arisesvinny-
ana – consciousness.

In the Vinyanaya which is the consciousness, 
the collected information gets stored out, in identi�ca-
tion the speci�cs. Which enables further on to sort out 
the collected information in creating the process of 
thoughts, through the consciousness. Dependent onthe 
consciousness arises ‘ Name’.

Name and Matter (form)in the dependent 
origination.

�e process of Name and Matter (form)– the 
collected and sorted information process gets stored 
further in the process of ‘Name’ only. �en the ‘Matter’ 
or the forming process which is based on elements such 
as Solidity, Fluidity, Heat and Motiongets created. 
Forming the energy beams in the aura body, which 
arises the six senses. 

‘Becoming’ contributes to the whole process of 
the dependent origination - the rising of the world 
within.
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Dhammapadaya
Verses 147 & 148

  Behold this painted image, this mass of wounds, 
diseased, full of many thoughts in which there is 
neither permanence nor stability. �is body is 
thoroughly worn out, a nest of diseases, and 
perishable. �is putrid mass breaks up, life 
indeed ends in death.
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Rising of the world

Birth:

Dependent on becoming, arises birth.

Becoming of the nurtured thoughts brings life 
to birth. A living form is created to engage in that most 
wanted expects of life. To experience being loved again, 
to experience beinghonored again, to experience 
knowledge again, to build all things materialistically 
again, to feel responsible again, to be a mother father 
sister brother son or daughter again to full �ll all duties 
that was left out in another birth. 

In a dark side to this to same story is… take 
revenge, to abuse, to hate, to conquer, to demand, to 
make someone tremble with fear, to get even with a 
particular situation, one yearns for life.

�e life itself begins with the fact of ignorance 
– ignorant in thinking that this time “ it’s my way, I 
could have all that I desire and deserve.”

May it be in the states of depravation, deva 
worlds, human worlds or higher realms and worlds of 
brahma, dependent on the qualities of a person which 
he has ‘become’ arises birth. In moment to moment 
gives birth to the state of the world or level of the next 
life. Moment to moment birth connects and build the 
chains of the dependent origination and the rising of 
the world within.
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Dhammapadaya
Attachment to sensual pleasures lead to birth and decay...

  In beings there arise pleasures that rush (towards 
sense-objects) and (such beings) are steeped in 
craving. 

  Bent on happiness, 
  they seek happiness. 
  Verily, such men come to birth and decay.
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Rising of the world

Decay & Death:

Dependent on birth, arises death and decay.

Birth gives life to all being on di�erent realms 
or worlds. When life occurs, with life arises the process 
of Six Senses and Contact.�rough contact arises 
feelings. Feeling which has been laminated with lust, 
hate and delusions arises craving. Wanting to have 
more by Grasping leads to becoming and becoming 
that which one has yarned formulates ignorance, again 
brining birth to life.

�e entire process has one thing in common 
Decay, as all thigs and situations change a person’s 
perception start to change with it. Along with the 
change of perceptions, things which were very desirable 
at one-point starts to change. When the desire change, 

the decision which a person makes,which is intercon-
nected to the whole process changes as well. 

Decay - in every single stage is experienced and 
it is largely due to the ‘change’– the decaying process 
and the impermanence. �e is the basic truth in 
life,that we experience but refuses to realize the su�er-
ing which is caused.

With Decay follows death and �nally death is 
the only evident truth there is to life. Death is therefor, 
again and again arisen with ignorance ‘ to have all that 
I desire and dream in life’ and to achieve the happiness 
which was lost with death, one clings to ignorance…. 
Again, and again the chains of sansara follows with 
su�ering…..Again and again the rising of the world 
within takes place.
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Again, and again the chains of sansara follows with 
su�ering…..Again and again the rising of the world 
within takes place.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse: 17

�e evil
doer laments here,

he laments here-after.
He laments in both worlds.
He laments thinking that

he has done evil.
He laments even more when he

goes to the woeful state.
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Dependent Origination

 Avidyawa -  Ignorance

 Sankara -  Mental Fabrications

 Vinayanna -  Consciousness

 Nama Rupa  -  Name and Matter (form)

 Salayathana -  Development of sis senses

 Sparsha -  Contact

 Vedana - Feeling

 �anha -  Craving

 Upadhana -  Grasping

 Jathi -  Becoming

 Bava -  Birth

 Jara Marana  -  Decay and Death
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Words of wisdom

All living beings are attached to the desired 
pleasures to have all that one seeks in happiness. �is 
desire or the desired pleasure is created in the mind by 
oneself. As there is a satisfaction in the world, even on a 
temporally basis, all living being get more and more 
attached to the desires of ignorance.

All living beings su�er in the world as there is 
misery in the world. �e temporarypleasure fades away 
and then, arises reality to face the facts of life – the 
factor of ‘ change’ in all attractive satisfactions, brings 
su�ering.

Again, and again all living beings falling into 
the trap of expectations of happiness from desirable 
pleasures in the world. Creating a world within through 
the entire process of the dependent origination – the 
world that is within you. Created by the mind to 

sustain the entire process of existence…. Existence of 
the mind…. 
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Falling of the World

Tripitakaya
Path of discrimination: 259
GS.1:238

Freedom for the world

“ If there were no freedom, 
beings would not be free therefrom. 
But since there is freedom from the world, 
beings do become free from the world.

     Lord Buddha
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Tripitakaya
miln: 315.318

Cessation of the world

“ As a lotus is unwetted by water, Nibbana is unsoiled by 
the de�lements,

Like water it cools the fever of de�lements and quenches 
the thirst of craving.

Like medicine, it protects beings who are poisoned by the 
de�lements. Cares for the diseased of su�ering and nour-
ishers like nectar”
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Detachment

etachment - It is in the profound wisdom of  
 knowing, to what ones is attached to and the 
reason behind such attachments, the value given in 
mind to such desires that it held so dear to oneself. So 
highly regarded and valued in its exitance. What is the 
reason behind it – which part of it that one values it the 
most?

�is needs to be clearly understood with a very 
open mind and a courage to know what’s hidden inside 
one’s own mind. To any person dealing with some of 
the things could result in sadness or not wanting to 
accept the real truth in life, in order to be free from 
su�ering one needs to re�ect and realize one’s own 
mind and the feeling that governs it.

d
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Falling of the World

Its only then, the path way to insight opens up, 
when a person it very honest to one self in wanting to 
know the answers hidden inside that causes all the pain 
and the mess in life. What have you actually and really 
searched for in life? �is could be an entirely di�erent 
matter from the  challengers and problems hidden 
within your mind. You may think one thing is missing 
but you would have truly wanted something complete-
ly di�erent in the hidden mind, valued something that 
is completely di�erent.

And when you do �nd the answers to what you 
valued so highly, it raises a question of how long could 
you hold it for, without it changing and without the 
decaying process that is so evident in all matters con-
cerned. 

Identify that carving and grasping truly brings 
su�ering and pain, one learns to let go of craving with 
through realization. �is detachment to the most 
wanted desires of lifebrakes the chain of attachment 

towards desire. In return it brakes the chain of su�ering 
and pain….you become free.

Free from pain and free from su�ering…. Free 
from all existence.
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etachment - It is in the profound wisdom of  
 knowing, to what ones is attached to and the 
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mind to such desires that it held so dear to oneself. So 
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mind and the feeling that governs it.
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Its only then, the path way to insight opens up, 
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etachment - It is in the profound wisdom of  
 knowing, to what ones is attached to and the 
reason behind such attachments, the value given in 
mind to such desires that it held so dear to oneself. So 
highly regarded and valued in its exitance. What is the 
reason behind it – which part of it that one values it the 
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�is needs to be clearly understood with a very 
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Falling of the World

Dhammapadaya
Sorrowful are all conditioned things……

  All conditioned things are sorrowful.
  When one sees this in wisdom,
   then he becomes dispassionate towards 
  the painful. 
  �is is the path to purity

Its only then, the path way to insight opens up, 
when a person it very honest to one self in wanting to 
know the answers hidden inside that causes all the pain 
and the mess in life. What have you actually and really 
searched for in life? �is could be an entirely di�erent 
matter from the  challengers and problems hidden 
within your mind. You may think one thing is missing 
but you would have truly wanted something complete-
ly di�erent in the hidden mind, valued something that 
is completely di�erent.

And when you do �nd the answers to what you 
valued so highly, it raises a question of how long could 
you hold it for, without it changing and without the 
decaying process that is so evident in all matters con-
cerned. 

Identify that carving and grasping truly brings 
su�ering and pain, one learns to let go of craving with 
through realization. �is detachment to the most 
wanted desires of lifebrakes the chain of attachment 

towards desire. In return it brakes the chain of su�ering 
and pain….you become free.

Free from pain and free from su�ering…. Free 
from all existence.



Cessation of the world.

Eye- sight- visual consciousness of the sight

• Dependent on the contact arises feeling

• Dependent on the feeling arises craving

• Dependent on the craving arises grasping

By detaching the need for craving, seeing the 
truth connected to the entire mess of su�ering through 
craving life after life one detaches with complete reali-
zation of the mess that is being created in the mind.

• By the detachment of craving 
  – detaches grasping

• By the detachment of grasping 
  – detaches becoming

Be Known . Be Still…

Falling of the world
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• By the detachment of becoming 
  – detaches birth

When the detachment over birthis realized, it 
detaches the desire for rebirth and the circle of life to go 
on based on ignorance, detaches as well. �e attach-
ment to desire is re�ected, the never - ending su�ering 
which is caused because of the pure fact of attachment, 
is �nally realized. �e tranquility through detachment, 
the calmness which follows only through detachment, 
the true happiness that is gained only through detach-
ment is identi�ed and realized.

Every singlesection in the dependent origina-
tion is based and depended on the fact of  ignorance. 
Ignorance to the main truth of impermanence– change 
of desires, changing factor ofhappiness and one seeks 
for this happiness. 

 life after life one seeks for this eternal happi-
ness, presuming that it could be found somewhere, 
somehow in this world.With Insight onegains wisdom, 

to that which was not yet been realized by oneself, the 
ultimate realization of detachment dawns and one is 
being free from all su�ering.
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Dhammapadaya
Verse 28

  When the wise man drives away negligence by 
vigilance,

   ascending the place of wisdom, 
  he gazes sorrow less on the ignorant, 
  sorrowing men like a mountaineer 
  view the groundlings.

• By the detachment of becoming 
  – detaches birth

When the detachment over birthis realized, it 
detaches the desire for rebirth and the circle of life to go 
on based on ignorance, detaches as well. �e attach-
ment to desire is re�ected, the never - ending su�ering 
which is caused because of the pure fact of attachment, 
is �nally realized. �e tranquility through detachment, 
the calmness which follows only through detachment, 
the true happiness that is gained only through detach-
ment is identi�ed and realized.

Every singlesection in the dependent origina-
tion is based and depended on the fact of  ignorance. 
Ignorance to the main truth of impermanence– change 
of desires, changing factor ofhappiness and one seeks 
for this happiness. 

 life after life one seeks for this eternal happi-
ness, presuming that it could be found somewhere, 
somehow in this world.With Insight onegains wisdom, 

to that which was not yet been realized by oneself, the 
ultimate realization of detachment dawns and one is 
being free from all su�ering.
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�e ultimate freedom of the world.

“ Behold this manifold world, by ignorance a�icted come 
into being and thus with what has become, delighted.

Yet from becoming not released. Yea all ‘becoming’s’ what-
ever and in what so ever state they be

All are impermanent and dukkha su�ering and doomed to 
changed

In one who see as it is, really is by perfect wisdom the crav-
ing to become is left, nor craves he for ‘non becoming’.

But craving for utter ending, utter stopping, is nibbana. 
�us become cod, that monk, no more reborn becomes.

Beaten is Mara, he’s won the �ght, escaped all more 
‘becoming’s’.”

     Lord Buddha



With the arising of the six senses-  eye and 
visual object are been identi�ed by the consciousness 
and proceeded, by the development of sight. �e Con-
tact and Feelings arise for the same - laminating the 
consciousness with sensual desires, hate and delusions 
which is created in the mind. 

Once laminated by these three attachments 
one develops craving for the desired pleasure and then 
arises grasping to get more, then it becomes of such 
wanting, and birth arises, �nally again with change and 
the impermanent situation that prevails in all desires, 
decay starts to happen and �nally death.

�e factor of the ignorance remains in a person 
ignorance to the phenomenal theory of all attachment 
to the most desirable pleasures gives one su�ering, 
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Su�ering comes in two ways. 

�e �rst waythat a person ends up in su�ering  
is due to the fact of things starting to change - di�erent 
people, places, things that you once treasured starts 
changing and brings su�ering in return.With time you,  
yourself starts to change becomes an evolving factor of 
life, with time, decay starts to happen ending with 
death. �is concept is only the �rst factor of su�ering 
but the more dangerous part of su�ering still 
remains….

�e reason behind the second factor of su�er-
ing, is due to the fact that; 

all living beings, even in decay and death of 
losing and facing pain and su�ering which are connect-
ed to individuals, di�erent places and di�erent pleasur-
able objects, does not choses to let go of desire. One 
holds dearly to the desire ofFeelings. �e feeling we 
have had towards all types of emotions, holds a person 
in bondage.

�e most emotional part of been in a relation-
ship, any kind of relationship is due to the fact thata 
person has created di�erent impressions in the 
mind.Emotionally we get attached to di�erent places as 
it holds a very signi�cant bond and that too is an 
attachment, and then when enjoying the pleasurable 
things all around,a person gets emotionally involved, in 
valuing the quality of emotions until this starts to 
change.



With the arising of the six senses-  eye and 
visual object are been identi�ed by the consciousness 
and proceeded, by the development of sight. �e Con-
tact and Feelings arise for the same - laminating the 
consciousness with sensual desires, hate and delusions 
which is created in the mind. 

Once laminated by these three attachments 
one develops craving for the desired pleasure and then 
arises grasping to get more, then it becomes of such 
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Su�ering comes in two ways. 

�e �rst waythat a person ends up in su�ering  
is due to the fact of things starting to change - di�erent 
people, places, things that you once treasured starts 
changing and brings su�ering in return.With time you,  
yourself starts to change becomes an evolving factor of 
life, with time, decay starts to happen ending with 
death. �is concept is only the �rst factor of su�ering 
but the more dangerous part of su�ering still 
remains….

�e reason behind the second factor of su�er-
ing, is due to the fact that; 

all living beings, even in decay and death of 
losing and facing pain and su�ering which are connect-
ed to individuals, di�erent places and di�erent pleasur-
able objects, does not choses to let go of desire. One 
holds dearly to the desire ofFeelings. �e feeling we 
have had towards all types of emotions, holds a person 
in bondage.

�e most emotional part of been in a relation-
ship, any kind of relationship is due to the fact thata 
person has created di�erent impressions in the 
mind.Emotionally we get attached to di�erent places as 
it holds a very signi�cant bond and that too is an 
attachment, and then when enjoying the pleasurable 
things all around,a person gets emotionally involved, in 
valuing the quality of emotions until this starts to 
change.



With the arising of the six senses-  eye and 
visual object are been identi�ed by the consciousness 
and proceeded, by the development of sight. �e Con-
tact and Feelings arise for the same - laminating the 
consciousness with sensual desires, hate and delusions 
which is created in the mind. 

Once laminated by these three attachments 
one develops craving for the desired pleasure and then 
arises grasping to get more, then it becomes of such 
wanting, and birth arises, �nally again with change and 
the impermanent situation that prevails in all desires, 
decay starts to happen and �nally death.

�e factor of the ignorance remains in a person 
ignorance to the phenomenal theory of all attachment 
to the most desirable pleasures gives one su�ering, 
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Su�ering comes in two ways. 

�e �rst waythat a person ends up in su�ering  
is due to the fact of things starting to change - di�erent 
people, places, things that you once treasured starts 
changing and brings su�ering in return.With time you,  
yourself starts to change becomes an evolving factor of 
life, with time, decay starts to happen ending with 
death. �is concept is only the �rst factor of su�ering 
but the more dangerous part of su�ering still 
remains….

�e reason behind the second factor of su�er-
ing, is due to the fact that; 

all living beings, even in decay and death of 
losing and facing pain and su�ering which are connect-
ed to individuals, di�erent places and di�erent pleasur-
able objects, does not choses to let go of desire. One 
holds dearly to the desire ofFeelings. �e feeling we 
have had towards all types of emotions, holds a person 
in bondage.

�e most emotional part of been in a relation-
ship, any kind of relationship is due to the fact thata 
person has created di�erent impressions in the 
mind.Emotionally we get attached to di�erent places as 
it holds a very signi�cant bond and that too is an 
attachment, and then when enjoying the pleasurable 
things all around,a person gets emotionally involved, in 
valuing the quality of emotions until this starts to 
change.



Due to the high importance and value given to 
emotions such as love, friendship, tenderness, respect, 
togetherness, or the opposite of this… fear, revenge, 
hate, jealousy, envy could make a person stay connected 
to �nding the ful�lment in enjoying  these emotions, 
again and again.

To be able to enjoy the happiness which last 
even for a short period of time, one gets attached to the 
emotional factor of things.

�is too has its way of changing with imper-
manence, the emotions start to change due to the fact 
of internal or external value which changes in the mind, 
and again one starts to search for the same feeling 
through a di�erent source, hoping that in time a person 
could be happy. 
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�is leads to more su�ering, life after life we 
keep searching for the emotional happiness to be found 
and a lasting happiness but su�ering as all attachments 
that brings emotional feelings, also fades away with 
time. Excepting the fact of impermanence, one seeks a 
way out of the su�ering.

�e only way out of this mess of su�ering is 
the realization that all emotional attachment to the 
most desirable things in time would bring su�ering and 
detachment, of the attachment towards desires are 
dethatched. �is is ending all su�ering.

By the detachment of the sensual pleasures, the 
attachment towards desire hate or delusion towards the 
feelings, further on detaches. It detaches the craving, 
grasping, and becoming and follows to ignorance where 
the entire chain of being dependent on life’s creation 
and its misery breaks. Su�ering ends.

�e underlining meaning behind…A person 
gets attached to the emotional part of the all desires as 
its valued on a very high level. Life after life we search 
for something new…. Which brings back memories of 
the same said emotions… that’s hidden and treasured 
in the mind…. Detachments of the value that is being 
given to such emotions, is… and will be the only way 
to end su�ering.Totally and completely.



Due to the high importance and value given to 
emotions such as love, friendship, tenderness, respect, 
togetherness, or the opposite of this… fear, revenge, 
hate, jealousy, envy could make a person stay connected 
to �nding the ful�lment in enjoying  these emotions, 
again and again.

To be able to enjoy the happiness which last 
even for a short period of time, one gets attached to the 
emotional factor of things.

�is too has its way of changing with imper-
manence, the emotions start to change due to the fact 
of internal or external value which changes in the mind, 
and again one starts to search for the same feeling 
through a di�erent source, hoping that in time a person 
could be happy. 
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�is leads to more su�ering, life after life we 
keep searching for the emotional happiness to be found 
and a lasting happiness but su�ering as all attachments 
that brings emotional feelings, also fades away with 
time. Excepting the fact of impermanence, one seeks a 
way out of the su�ering.

�e only way out of this mess of su�ering is 
the realization that all emotional attachment to the 
most desirable things in time would bring su�ering and 
detachment, of the attachment towards desires are 
dethatched. �is is ending all su�ering.

By the detachment of the sensual pleasures, the 
attachment towards desire hate or delusion towards the 
feelings, further on detaches. It detaches the craving, 
grasping, and becoming and follows to ignorance where 
the entire chain of being dependent on life’s creation 
and its misery breaks. Su�ering ends.

�e underlining meaning behind…A person 
gets attached to the emotional part of the all desires as 
its valued on a very high level. Life after life we search 
for something new…. Which brings back memories of 
the same said emotions… that’s hidden and treasured 
in the mind…. Detachments of the value that is being 
given to such emotions, is… and will be the only way 
to end su�ering.Totally and completely.



Due to the high importance and value given to 
emotions such as love, friendship, tenderness, respect, 
togetherness, or the opposite of this… fear, revenge, 
hate, jealousy, envy could make a person stay connected 
to �nding the ful�lment in enjoying  these emotions, 
again and again.

To be able to enjoy the happiness which last 
even for a short period of time, one gets attached to the 
emotional factor of things.

�is too has its way of changing with imper-
manence, the emotions start to change due to the fact 
of internal or external value which changes in the mind, 
and again one starts to search for the same feeling 
through a di�erent source, hoping that in time a person 
could be happy. 
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�is leads to more su�ering, life after life we 
keep searching for the emotional happiness to be found 
and a lasting happiness but su�ering as all attachments 
that brings emotional feelings, also fades away with 
time. Excepting the fact of impermanence, one seeks a 
way out of the su�ering.

�e only way out of this mess of su�ering is 
the realization that all emotional attachment to the 
most desirable things in time would bring su�ering and 
detachment, of the attachment towards desires are 
dethatched. �is is ending all su�ering.

By the detachment of the sensual pleasures, the 
attachment towards desire hate or delusion towards the 
feelings, further on detaches. It detaches the craving, 
grasping, and becoming and follows to ignorance where 
the entire chain of being dependent on life’s creation 
and its misery breaks. Su�ering ends.

�e underlining meaning behind…A person 
gets attached to the emotional part of the all desires as 
its valued on a very high level. Life after life we search 
for something new…. Which brings back memories of 
the same said emotions… that’s hidden and treasured 
in the mind…. Detachments of the value that is being 
given to such emotions, is… and will be the only way 
to end su�ering.Totally and completely.



 Detachment of ignorance 
   detaches mental formations
 Detachment of mental formations 
   detaches consciousness

 Detachment of consciousness 
   detaches name and Form
 Detachment of name &Form
   detaches six sense bases

 Detachment of six sense base
   detaches contact
 Detachment of contact
   detaches feelings

 Detachment of feeling
   detaches craving
 Detachment of craving
   detaches grasping
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 Detachment of grasping
   detaches becoming
 Detachment of becoming
   detaches birth

 Detachment of birth
   detaches decay & death
 Detachment of decay and death
   Ends the samsara chakra



 Detachment of ignorance 
   detaches mental formations
 Detachment of mental formations 
   detaches consciousness

 Detachment of consciousness 
   detaches name and Form
 Detachment of name &Form
   detaches six sense bases

 Detachment of six sense base
   detaches contact
 Detachment of contact
   detaches feelings

 Detachment of feeling
   detaches craving
 Detachment of craving
   detaches grasping
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 Detachment of grasping
   detaches becoming
 Detachment of becoming
   detaches birth

 Detachment of birth
   detaches decay & death
 Detachment of decay and death
   Ends the samsara chakra
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Tripitakaya
Path of Discrimination
Page 76 

DEFINING INTERNALLY 

How does he de�ne ideas internally?
 He de�nes the eye internally, he de�nes the ear internal-

ly… the nose… the tongue… the body…, he 
de�nes the mind internally.

 He de�nes thus: Eye is produced by ignorance. He 
de�nes thus: Eye is produced by craving… Eye is 
produced by action… Eye is produced by nutri-
ment… Eye is derived [by clinging] from the four 
great entities… Eye is arisen... 

 He de�nes thus: Eye is arrived at. He de�nes thus: 
Eye,not having been, having been produced, will 
not be. He de�nes eye as spatially �nite. He 
de�nes thus: Eye is unlasting, uneternal, subject 
to change.

 He de�nes thus: Eye is impermanent, formed, 
dependently-arisen, subject to destruction, subject 
to fall, subject to fading away,subject to cessation

 He de�nes the eye as impermanent, not as permanent; 
he de�nes it as painful, not as pleasant, he de�nes 
it as not self, not as self; he becomes dispassionate, 
he does not delight, he causes the fading of 
greed,he does not in�ame it; he causes cessation, 
he does not originate; he relinquishes, he does not 
grasp.

Page 83 - IDEAS

How does he de�ne ideas?
 He de�nes sensual-desire-sphere ideas as pro�table, he 

de�nes them as unpro�table, he de�nes them as 
indeterminate. He de�nes material-sphere ideas 
as pro�table, he de�nes them as indeterminate. 

 He de�nes immaterial ideas as pro�table, he de�nes 
them as indeterminate. He de�nes unincluded 
ideas as pro�table, he de�nes them as indetermi-
nate.
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Path of Discrimination
Page 76 

DEFINING INTERNALLY 

How does he de�ne ideas internally?
 He de�nes the eye internally, he de�nes the ear internal-

ly… the nose… the tongue… the body…, he 
de�nes the mind internally.

 He de�nes thus: Eye is produced by ignorance. He 
de�nes thus: Eye is produced by craving… Eye is 
produced by action… Eye is produced by nutri-
ment… Eye is derived [by clinging] from the four 
great entities… Eye is arisen... 

 He de�nes thus: Eye is arrived at. He de�nes thus: 
Eye,not having been, having been produced, will 
not be. He de�nes eye as spatially �nite. He 
de�nes thus: Eye is unlasting, uneternal, subject 
to change.

 He de�nes thus: Eye is impermanent, formed, 
dependently-arisen, subject to destruction, subject 
to fall, subject to fading away,subject to cessation

 He de�nes the eye as impermanent, not as permanent; 
he de�nes it as painful, not as pleasant, he de�nes 
it as not self, not as self; he becomes dispassionate, 
he does not delight, he causes the fading of 
greed,he does not in�ame it; he causes cessation, 
he does not originate; he relinquishes, he does not 
grasp.

Page 83 - IDEAS

How does he de�ne ideas?
 He de�nes sensual-desire-sphere ideas as pro�table, he 

de�nes them as unpro�table, he de�nes them as 
indeterminate. He de�nes material-sphere ideas 
as pro�table, he de�nes them as indeterminate. 

 He de�nes immaterial ideas as pro�table, he de�nes 
them as indeterminate. He de�nes unincluded 
ideas as pro�table, he de�nes them as indetermi-
nate.
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Dhammapadaya:  

  �ough one should live a hundred years
  without comprehending how all things rise and 

pass away, 
  yet better, indeed, is a single day’s life
  of one who comprehends 
  how all things rise and pass away.

Dhammapadaya:  

 One who
 has conquered
 all passions cannot be defeated.
 Such a one is the Buddha, who
 has attained unlimited
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�e eight-fold path

Tripitakaya
�e Book of the kindred sayings  Book 5  
Page 357

And what, monks, is that middle path which giveth vision
Nibbana ?

Verily it is this Ariyan eightfold way, 
to wit: Right view, right aim, right speech, right action, 
right living, right e�ort, right mindfulness, right concen-
tration.

�is, monks, is that
middle path which giveth vision, which giveth knowledge,
which causes calm, special knowledge, enlightenment.,
Nibbana.
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Samma Dhitti - Perfect Understanding

Samma Sankappa - Perfect  �oughts

Samma Vacha - Perfect  Speech

Samma Kammantha - Perfect  Action

Samma Ajiva - Perfect Livelihood

Samma Vayama - Perfect E�ort

Samma Sathi - Perfect Mindfulness

Samma Samadhi - Perfect Concentration

Samma Gnana - Perfect Wisdom

Samma Vimuththi - Perfect Realization

Be Known . Be Still…

�e eight-fold path
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Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 

Be Known . Be Still…

�e eight-fold path

�e eight-fold path

person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….

t
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Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 
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person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….
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Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 

�e eight-fold path

person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….



Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 
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person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….



Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 
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person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….



Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 
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person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….



Perfect Understanding:

he understanding; all desirable pleasures will  
 change in time….is impermanent therefore it 
brings su�ering and pain. To escape this pain and 
su�ering, a person has to acknowledge that all attach-
ments bring pain and su�ering at the end and one 
should �nd a complete escape to end all su�ering. �is 
is the perfect understanding in accordance with the 
eight- fold path.

Perfect thoughts:

�e perfect understanding happens within the 
mind.�e thought process in turn falls in line with the 
understanding. At this point all worldly pleasures are 
identi�ed as pleasure, which could never be 
ful�lled.�e complete realization has not dawned in a 
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person completely, of letting go…of all desires but it 
falls to the process of thinking, that this could lead into 
su�ering at the end. Change will come sooner or later 
bringing disappointment. �e thought process chang-
ers with the perfect thoughts.

Perfect Speech:

One chooses to engage in fruitful conversation 
that brings knowledge and wisdom in realizing the 
truth in all desires and attachments. Also, it means that 
a person prefers to have this type of conversations, that 
lead in to discover thing that were not known by one-
self.In realizing the true su�ering of life and trying to 
�nd ways that will help to know one’s own mind and 
thoughts.

Dhamma discussions help in many ways.

Perfect Actions

One chooses to do what is right and �nd the 
best way of doing things even in daily life which follows 
in a worldly manner.Tries to �nd better ways that bene-
�ts all and strives not to create unwanted situations of 
anger and hate. Tries to �nd more understanding and 
compromising ways to keep peace at all situations 
needed. 

Also, the perfect actions refer to a very large-
and elaborating point, which is meditations. Medita-
tions that need to be practiced – is an action; the perfect 
action. New methods of meditation needs to be learnt, 
in keeping the mind at peace and developing calmness. 
It helps immensely to concentrate. Specially Samatha 
meditation is practiced at this point

Perfect livelihood

�is refers to a person making the right chang-
es in life and wanting to continue with such changers 
and decisions which are being made. Changes in life; by 
the practices of meditation on a more regular basis in 
life is referred as perfect livelihood.

At a di�erent level this is when a person gets 
into insight meditation which helps in identifying the 
thoughts which governs all actions. Actions of deceit 
and anger, actions of hate and revenge, actions of 
jealousy and envy.All such actions are been identi�ed 
with a more concentrated frame of mind that helps to 
get rid of such thoughts and be able to calm the mind. 
As a part of life, insight meditation is being practiced 

this point.

Perfect E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person let go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things again and 
again, the su�ering gets more with time.It is  important 
to focus and have the right e�orts to go through the 
path, in order to be free and have an end towards all 
forms of su�ering.

Perfect Mindfulness (Awarness):

Intense mindfulness is being practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of being aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire.

Being aware of your inner self leads to 
acknowledging the reality of desire, hate and delusion 
that one has towards life.�e awareness (mindfulness) 
which is practiced through insight meditation helps in 
identifying the su�ering which is caused as a result of 
attachment to the deception in the mind. Not being 
able to accept the change of impermanence could be 
realized through the perfect awareness.

Perfect Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one gets to see the depths of 
the thought process in the mind which analyze the 
cause of desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness 
in meditation is a good source which helps to gains 
concentration and focus. 

Perfect Wisdom

�rough the concentration one gains perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – It is at the 
utmost point clarity…..Identi�ed and re�ected, on the 
root cause of su�ering and its continuity which has tied 
to the chains ofsansara. Perfect wisdom is a quality that 
is gained.

Perfect Realization

All that needs be to detached is detached.
All that needs to be  accomplished is 
accomplished. 
All that needs to be realized is realized.
In the ultimate understanding of Nibbana…. 
Niwana….



Step by step one practices the path which 
unfolds on its own, as a supreme law of the Dhamma. 
It is a universal law that when one sets on seeking the 
ultimate wisdom to end su�ering, as a result to that 
pure thought a person is guided by this universal law of 
the path towards realization. 

Progressively one follows in each step from 
understanding to guided thoughts and right discussion. 
Decisions in actions, leading it to meditation and med-
itations which build awareness - in seeing life, as it 
really is, making the awareness stronger – to see things 
through. E�ort follow, encouraging the follower in the 
path, to move on with mindfulness, practicing with 
new light, and gaining the deep concentration of 
insight.  

Be Known . Be Still…

Words of wisdom
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Developing as a skill of unlimited knowledge 
and unlimited light on the pure and perfect under-
standing further on brings the ultimate Realizationre-
garding - life and regarding – death, in its original con-
tent.

When one practices the eight steps which leads 
to enlightenment it results in the ultimate result, that a 
person could hope for and achieve in this life time.�e 
end to all forms of su�ering, connected to all world 
systems and all realms in the universe. 

It is the end of all that has linked to su�ering.-
By reaching the �nal destination, one receives the high-
est wisdom and realization that there is to be received 
by any living being.Tranquility becomes the state of 
mind.



Step by step one practices the path which 
unfolds on its own, as a supreme law of the Dhamma. 
It is a universal law that when one sets on seeking the 
ultimate wisdom to end su�ering, as a result to that 
pure thought a person is guided by this universal law of 
the path towards realization. 

Progressively one follows in each step from 
understanding to guided thoughts and right discussion. 
Decisions in actions, leading it to meditation and med-
itations which build awareness - in seeing life, as it 
really is, making the awareness stronger – to see things 
through. E�ort follow, encouraging the follower in the 
path, to move on with mindfulness, practicing with 
new light, and gaining the deep concentration of 
insight.  
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Developing as a skill of unlimited knowledge 
and unlimited light on the pure and perfect under-
standing further on brings the ultimate Realizationre-
garding - life and regarding – death, in its original con-
tent.

When one practices the eight steps which leads 
to enlightenment it results in the ultimate result, that a 
person could hope for and achieve in this life time.�e 
end to all forms of su�ering, connected to all world 
systems and all realms in the universe. 

It is the end of all that has linked to su�ering.-
By reaching the �nal destination, one receives the high-
est wisdom and realization that there is to be received 
by any living being.Tranquility becomes the state of 
mind.
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�e Universal Truth

Be Known . Be Still…

Wisdom on…..
Su�ering of all existence.

Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 297

How is su�ering an actuality in the sense of suchness 
(reality)
Su�ering has four meanings of su�ering, which are such, 
not unsuch, not
otherwise: Su�ering has the meaning of oppression, 
meaning of being
formed, meaning of burning up (torment), 
and meaning of change. Su�ering
has these four meanings of su�ering, which are such, 
not unsuch, not otherwise. 
�at is how su�ering is an actuality in the sense of 
suchness.
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the kindred sayings  Book 5 
Page 357

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about Ill

Birth is ill, decay is ill, sickness is ill, death is ill: likewise,
sorrow and grief, woe, lamentation and despair. To be 
conjoined with things which we dislike: to be separated 
from things which we like,- that also is ill. Not to get what 
one wants,- that also is ill. In a word, this body, this 
�vefold mass which is based on grasping,--that is ill.
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n the topics discussed referring to‘ Karma the  
 chains of sansara and endless sansara’ the basic 
result of su�ering is highlighted. All living being from 
all di�erent planets and worlds whichever realm they 
may be connected to undergo through the same process 
of su�ering.

Knowing and being aware of the su�ering is a 
completely di�erent thing. Most of the time many 
people are unaware of the real su�ering of life. Life, as 
in birth; itself causes the challenge of accepting that one 
�ne day death is near. 

All living beings get deceived with the fact of 
the in between part of living. �e in between stage of 
living, which comprises of all emotions and good things 

Be Known . Be Still…

Wisdom on…..
Su�ering of all existence.

�e Universal Truth

and bad things that we have in life. Starting from 
parents, families, material things to our own feelings 
plays its part of forming life at large.

If one takes a closer look at what life is about; 
a person will be able to understand its real interconnec-
tion. �e interconnections are re�ected to very few 
sectors; which comprises of moments, and the impres-
sions in a moment, emotional feeling which are inter-
connected in this moment of time. Life truly is about a 
moment. Moment to moment living.All the relation-
ships in all di�erent forms that we build up with indi-
viduals or material things �ll the ‘in between’ – 
moment. Moment to moment of life forms…. �e 
moment becomes a passing moment.

In this part of being in between, one gets 
attached, to many di�erent kinds of desires. �e attach-
ment that one has built with certain pleasurable things 
makes a person want to cherish it.�e value that one 
holds for regarding the attachment is very high. 

Moment to moment the in between part of life is �lled 
with impressions and some impressions with desires.

What attracts a person for sensual pleasure?

It’s the high value that a person places in the 
mind. �e values are being given to a thought process 
and this very same thought process creates the valuation 
in di�erently, in di�erent periods of times. 

At a certain period of time someone or some-
thing could have been very dear to us, but at a di�erent 
period of time this same thing or the person has a 
di�erent impression in our mind. �e way a person 
attracts to think and the relationship based to the 
impressions creates the value system again in the mind.

When desire is attracted by lust, desire is 
attracted by hate or desire is attracted by delusion, a 
person is lead to su�ering in wanting to ful�ll that said 
part in life. �is keeps following through with crav-

ing… and wanting more and more… to achieve higher 
and higher…the aims are always set higher with desire, 
this is the real su�ering in life as one is never completely 
satis�ed.

�e contentment last for a while and when 
that change takes place, the mind starts to crave for 
more in wanting more… and so the in between pain 
follows through, to feel content. 

�e impressions of life with its relationship to 
attachment creates  desire, the high values held in mind 
to gain happiness and contentment. Knowingly or 
unknowingly,this contributes to pain, su�ering, that 
one gets attached to.�is is the su�ering of all existence.
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n the topics discussed referring to‘ Karma the  
 chains of sansara and endless sansara’ the basic 
result of su�ering is highlighted. All living being from 
all di�erent planets and worlds whichever realm they 
may be connected to undergo through the same process 
of su�ering.

Knowing and being aware of the su�ering is a 
completely di�erent thing. Most of the time many 
people are unaware of the real su�ering of life. Life, as 
in birth; itself causes the challenge of accepting that one 
�ne day death is near. 

All living beings get deceived with the fact of 
the in between part of living. �e in between stage of 
living, which comprises of all emotions and good things 
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and bad things that we have in life. Starting from 
parents, families, material things to our own feelings 
plays its part of forming life at large.

If one takes a closer look at what life is about; 
a person will be able to understand its real interconnec-
tion. �e interconnections are re�ected to very few 
sectors; which comprises of moments, and the impres-
sions in a moment, emotional feeling which are inter-
connected in this moment of time. Life truly is about a 
moment. Moment to moment living.All the relation-
ships in all di�erent forms that we build up with indi-
viduals or material things �ll the ‘in between’ – 
moment. Moment to moment of life forms…. �e 
moment becomes a passing moment.

In this part of being in between, one gets 
attached, to many di�erent kinds of desires. �e attach-
ment that one has built with certain pleasurable things 
makes a person want to cherish it.�e value that one 
holds for regarding the attachment is very high. 

Moment to moment the in between part of life is �lled 
with impressions and some impressions with desires.

What attracts a person for sensual pleasure?
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this is the real su�ering in life as one is never completely 
satis�ed.

�e contentment last for a while and when 
that change takes place, the mind starts to crave for 
more in wanting more… and so the in between pain 
follows through, to feel content. 

�e impressions of life with its relationship to 
attachment creates  desire, the high values held in mind 
to gain happiness and contentment. Knowingly or 
unknowingly,this contributes to pain, su�ering, that 
one gets attached to.�is is the su�ering of all existence.
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ing… and wanting more and more… to achieve higher 
and higher…the aims are always set higher with desire, 
this is the real su�ering in life as one is never completely 
satis�ed.

�e contentment last for a while and when 
that change takes place, the mind starts to crave for 
more in wanting more… and so the in between pain 
follows through, to feel content. 

�e impressions of life with its relationship to 
attachment creates  desire, the high values held in mind 
to gain happiness and contentment. Knowingly or 
unknowingly,this contributes to pain, su�ering, that 
one gets attached to.�is is the su�ering of all existence.
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and bad things that we have in life. Starting from 
parents, families, material things to our own feelings 
plays its part of forming life at large.

If one takes a closer look at what life is about; 
a person will be able to understand its real interconnec-
tion. �e interconnections are re�ected to very few 
sectors; which comprises of moments, and the impres-
sions in a moment, emotional feeling which are inter-
connected in this moment of time. Life truly is about a 
moment. Moment to moment living.All the relation-
ships in all di�erent forms that we build up with indi-
viduals or material things �ll the ‘in between’ – 
moment. Moment to moment of life forms…. �e 
moment becomes a passing moment.

In this part of being in between, one gets 
attached, to many di�erent kinds of desires. �e attach-
ment that one has built with certain pleasurable things 
makes a person want to cherish it.�e value that one 
holds for regarding the attachment is very high. 

Moment to moment the in between part of life is �lled 
with impressions and some impressions with desires.

What attracts a person for sensual pleasure?

It’s the high value that a person places in the 
mind. �e values are being given to a thought process 
and this very same thought process creates the valuation 
in di�erently, in di�erent periods of times. 

At a certain period of time someone or some-
thing could have been very dear to us, but at a di�erent 
period of time this same thing or the person has a 
di�erent impression in our mind. �e way a person 
attracts to think and the relationship based to the 
impressions creates the value system again in the mind.

When desire is attracted by lust, desire is 
attracted by hate or desire is attracted by delusion, a 
person is lead to su�ering in wanting to ful�ll that said 
part in life. �is keeps following through with crav-

ing… and wanting more and more… to achieve higher 
and higher…the aims are always set higher with desire, 
this is the real su�ering in life as one is never completely 
satis�ed.

�e contentment last for a while and when 
that change takes place, the mind starts to crave for 
more in wanting more… and so the in between pain 
follows through, to feel content. 

�e impressions of life with its relationship to 
attachment creates  desire, the high values held in mind 
to gain happiness and contentment. Knowingly or 
unknowingly,this contributes to pain, su�ering, that 
one gets attached to.�is is the su�ering of all existence.
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Cause of su�ering

Tripitakaya
�e Book of the kindred sayings  Book 5 
Page 357

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the arising of 
ill:

It is that craving that leads back to birth, along with the
lure and the lust that lingers longingly now here, now 
there: namely, the craving for sensual pleasure, the craving 
to be born again, the craving for existence to end. Such, 
monks, is the Ariyan truth about the arising of ill.
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 297

How is origin an actuality in the sense of suchness? Origin 
has four meanings of origin, which are such, not unsuch, 
not otherwise: Origin has the meaning of accumulation, 
meaning of source, meaning of bondage, meaning of 
impediment. Origin has these four meanings of origin, 
which are such, not unsuch, not otherwise. �at is how 
origin is an actuality in the sense of suchness.



Beingdeceived by the beauty, the alluring 
factors of desire, is only one side to this story. �e other 
side of it begins when the desires starts to change and 
the impermanence takes in. Mostly at this point one 
feels concernedat �rst and it develops in to di�erent 
feelings of being agitated, angry and �nally, feelings of 
hate and envy follows.

All the emotional features follow deception of 
not knowing the truth. A person is in denial to the fact 
of truth of all things and emotions are impermanent, 
therefore, delusion is born.

�e lust, hate and delusion create its way in 
life. Moment to moment it creates the chain of being 
dependent on a factor of cause which has an e�ect. �e 
chain of dependent origination forms. Arising of the 
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Wisdom on…..
Cause of su�ering
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world takes place. As explained in the chapter of rising 
of the world.  �e cause of su�ering is due to the cause 
and e�ect of the dependency that is held by values on 
impressions and the relationships which are created in 
the mind.

�e whole process starts with the fact of igno-
rance to that which is true; All desirable attach-
mentsafter a period of time, starts changing. �e 
change creates the fact of impermanence of feelings that 
is most treasured. Not being able to accept this change 
and impermanence brings the cause of su�ering.

Ignorance arises, Formations. Formations 
arises consciousness. Consciousness arises name and 
matter. Name and matter arise six senses, six senses arise 
contact. Contact arises feeling. Feeling arises craving. 
Craving arises grasping. Grasping arises becoming. 
Becoming arises birth. Birth arises decay and death. 

Again, and again….
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world takes place. As explained in the chapter of rising 
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Cassation of su�ering

Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 297

How is cessation an actuality in the sense of suchness? 
Cessation has four meanings of cessation, which are such, 
not unsuch, not otherwise:
Cessation has the meaning of escape, meaning of seclusion, 
meaning of being unformed, meaning of deathlessness. 
Cessation has these four meanings of cessation, which are 
such, not unsuch, not otherwise. �at is how cessation is an 
actuality in the sense of suchness.
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the kindred sayings  Book 5 
Page 357

And this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the ceasing of 
ill:

Verily it is the utter passionless cessation of, the giving up, 
the forsaking, the release from, the absence of longing for 
this craving.



Finally, one begins to understand the true 
meaning of ‘ Desire’. Desire for the most wanted 
things, or desire for the relationship of feelings.

All of these aspects are considered as ‘ desire’. 

When desire is understood in its right context 
the hidden danger comes to light. �e danger of change 
that all attachments are liable for and the hidden 
danger of impermanence which follows. 

Impermanence that follow in all the desired 
pleasures and all our attachments are seen for its origi-
nal values. When the impermanence takes place the 
value which was given to the said attachment starts 
changing, bringing su�ering along with it.

Be Known . Be Still…

Wisdom on…..
Cause of su�ering
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Danger is identi�ed in its full meaning.

One searches for the escape in all of this. 
Escape from all the su�ering that life itself creates, and 
the attachments of desire which creates more su�ering 
is very well understood. If a person is able to see 
through the desire, creates su�ering and pain in the 
end, one makes decisions based on his realization.

�e realization unravels the fact – if a person is 
able to see through the danger of change and imperma-
nence of desire, one is able to let go… it detachers all 
desires and attachments held in high value. Letting go 
of the desire, �nally brakes that chains of su�ering and 
ceases the endless Sansara.
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Danger is identi�ed in its full meaning.

One searches for the escape in all of this. 
Escape from all the su�ering that life itself creates, and 
the attachments of desire which creates more su�ering 
is very well understood. If a person is able to see 
through the desire, creates su�ering and pain in the 
end, one makes decisions based on his realization.

�e realization unravels the fact – if a person is 
able to see through the danger of change and imperma-
nence of desire, one is able to let go… it detachers all 
desires and attachments held in high value. Letting go 
of the desire, �nally brakes that chains of su�ering and 
ceases the endless Sansara.



Falling of the world follows through:

Detachment of craving detaches grasping
Detachment of grasping detaches becoming
Detachment of becoming detaches birth
Detachment of birth detaches decay and death
Detachment of decay and death detaches ignorance

And when ignorance is detached all formations falls 
apart, �us, is the falling of the world, ending the 
endless sansara.
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Wisdom on…..
Path leading to the cassation

Tripitakaya
�e Book of the kindred sayings  Book 5 
Page 357

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the practice 
that leads to the ceasing of ill:

Verily it is this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right view, 
right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right 
e�ort, right mindfulness, right concentration

Monks, at the thought of this Ariyan truth of ill, concern-
ing things unlearnt before, there arose in me vision, 
insight, understanding: there arose in me wisdom, there 
arose in me light.
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 297

How is the path an actuality in the sense of suchness? �e 
path has four meanings of path, which are such, not 
unsuch, not otherwise: �e path has the meaning of outlet, 
meaning of cause, meaning of seeing, meaning of domi-
nance. �e path has these four meanings of path, which are 
such, not unsuch, not otherwise. �at is how the path is an 
actuality in the sense of suchness.
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Samma Dhitti - Perfect Understanding

Samma Sankappa - Perfect  �oughts

Samma Vacha - Perfect  Speech

Samma Kammantha - Perfect  Action

Samma Ajiva - Perfect Livelihood

Samma Vayama - Perfect E�ort

Samma Sathi - Perfect Mindfulness

Samma Samadhi - Perfect Concentration

Samma Gnana - Perfect Wisdom

Samma Vimuththi - Perfect Realization

�e eight-fold path
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From perfect understanding to perfect concen-
tration, one practices the path, the only path that will 
lead a person completely out of all su�ering. 

�e chapter written regarding the Path has the 
full details. �e �nal two steps of the path which is 
gaining the wisdom come through following all other 
steps which then it leads to the �nal realization.

When the path is being practiced with each 
step, knowledge is gained.

�rough this knowledge, wisdom is gained. 
�rough the wisdom realizations are made. Finally, 
Enlightenment is attained.  
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�e �ve aggregates

Be Known . Be Still…

Tripitakaya
Path of Discrimination
Page 301

Aggregates 

'Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was still only 
an un enlightened Bodhisatta, I thought 'In the case of 
materiality what is the attraction, what is the danger, 
what is the escape in the case of feeling what is the attrac-
tion, what is the danger, what is the escape? In the case of 
perception what is the attraction, what is the danger, what 
is the escape?
In the case of formation what is the attraction, what is the 
danger, what is the escape?
In the consciousness what is the attraction, what is the 
danger, what is the escape?

“I thought “In the case of materiality it is the pleasure and 
joy that arise dependent on materiality that are the attrac-

tion; that materiality is impermanent, painful and subject 
to change is the danger; the removal of zeal and greed, the 
abandoning of zeal and greed, for materiality is the escape, 
In the case of feeling... In the case of perception... In the 
case of formations... In the case of consciousness it is the 
pleasure and joy that arise... the abandoning of zeal and 
greed, for consciousness is the escape.
“So long as in the case of these �ve aggregates [as objects] of 
clinging I did not directly know the attraction as attraction 
and the danger as danger and the escape as escape correctly, 
so  long did I not declare to have discovered the supreme 
full-enlightenment in the world with its deities, its Maras 
and its Brahma Gods, in this generation with its ascetics
and brahmans, its princes and men, But as soon as in the 
case of these �ve aggregates [as objects] of clinging I did 
directly know the attraction as attraction and the danger as 
danger and the escape as escape correctly, then I declared to 
have discovered the supreme full-enlightenment in the 
world with its deities, its Maras and its Brahmā Gods, in 
this generation with its ascetics and brahmans, its princes 
and men. And the knowledge and the seeing was in me: 
"My will's deliverance is unassailable, this is the last birth, 
there is no renewal of being now””
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Tripitakaya
Path of Discrimination
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'Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was still only 
an un enlightened Bodhisatta, I thought 'In the case of 
materiality what is the attraction, what is the danger, 
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“I thought “In the case of materiality it is the pleasure and 
joy that arise dependent on materiality that are the attrac-

tion; that materiality is impermanent, painful and subject 
to change is the danger; the removal of zeal and greed, the 
abandoning of zeal and greed, for materiality is the escape, 
In the case of feeling... In the case of perception... In the 
case of formations... In the case of consciousness it is the 
pleasure and joy that arise... the abandoning of zeal and 
greed, for consciousness is the escape.
“So long as in the case of these �ve aggregates [as objects] of 
clinging I did not directly know the attraction as attraction 
and the danger as danger and the escape as escape correctly, 
so  long did I not declare to have discovered the supreme 
full-enlightenment in the world with its deities, its Maras 
and its Brahma Gods, in this generation with its ascetics
and brahmans, its princes and men, But as soon as in the 
case of these �ve aggregates [as objects] of clinging I did 
directly know the attraction as attraction and the danger as 
danger and the escape as escape correctly, then I declared to 
have discovered the supreme full-enlightenment in the 
world with its deities, its Maras and its Brahmā Gods, in 
this generation with its ascetics and brahmans, its princes 
and men. And the knowledge and the seeing was in me: 
"My will's deliverance is unassailable, this is the last birth, 
there is no renewal of being now””
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he main �ve aggregates are divided in to two  
 main parts for better understanding and to 
review the interconnections it has, and to di�erentiate 
the purpose of such aggregates when it comes to the 
practice of  meditation.

In meditation, the two sectors of the �ve aggre-
gates which consist of internal and external factors has 
a  inter combination that arises and that attachment 
gets  build upon. 

�ereforeit is important to understand the 
theory of the �ve aggregates to help in meditation, 

Be Known . Be Still…

�e �ve aggregates

which will identify the process of  arising attachments, 
desires with the interaction of the internal and external 
factors of the aggregates. Identifying the attachment’s 
helps in ceasing the attachments during meditation and 
re�ection and realization. 

External factors
(Pancha upadanaskandaya)

Internal factors
(Panchskandaya)

t

�e �ve aggregates
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he main �ve aggregates are divided in to two  
 main parts for better understanding and to 
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In meditation, the two sectors of the �ve aggre-
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gets  build upon. 

�ereforeit is important to understand the 
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Internal factors (Panchaskandaya)

which will identify the process of  arising attachments, 
desires with the interaction of the internal and external 
factors of the aggregates. Identifying the attachment’s 
helps in ceasing the attachments during meditation and 
re�ection and realization. Rupa: Matter

Matter (form) consists of four main elements, 
that makes it to be the de�ned formation with the com-
bination of elements that forms Rupa or what is known 
as matter.

Elements of Solidity, Fluidity, Heat and 
Motion.

In pali : Patavi, Apo, �ejo, Vayo

Solidity –   Hardness or the tactile factor of 
the matter which consist of.

Fluidity –  �e liquidity and �owing basis 
that matter consist of

Heat –  �e factor of warmth that the 
matter consists of

Motion –  �e factor of movement that the 
matter consist of.

Solidity –  in itself has the combinations of 
�uidity, warmth and movement

Fluidity –  in itself has the combination of 
solidity, warmth and movement

Heat –  in itself has the combinations of 
solidity, �uidity, and movement

Motion - in itself, has the combinations of 
solidity, �uidity and warmth

�e �ve aggregates
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Heat –  in itself has the combinations of 
solidity, �uidity, and movement

Motion - in itself, has the combinations of 
solidity, �uidity and warmth
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External factors (Panchaupadanaskandaya)

 Rupa or ‘ Matter’ further is been divided in to 
two main sections. Takes its place of been in two main 
parts as listed below.

Internal and External factors

 Eye   Sight
 Ear   Sound
 Nose  Smell
 �ong  Taste
 Body   Touch
 Mind   �ought 

�e �ve aggregates
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Tripitakaya
Path of Discrimination
Page 10

Bhikkhus, all is to be directly known? And what is all that 
is to be directly known? Eye is to be directly known, visible 
objects are to be directly known, eye consciousness is to be 
directly known, eye contact is to be directly known, any 
feeling that arises with eye contact as its com. diction 
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor pleas-
ant is also to be directly known. Ear is to be directly 
known, sounds.. Nose is to be directly known, 0dours ... 
Tongue is to be directly known, �avors. Body is to be direct-
ly known, tangible objects ... Mind is to be directly known, 
ideas are to be directly known, mind consciousness is to be 
directly known, mind contact is to be directly known, any 
feeling that arises with mind contact as its condition 
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleas-
ant is also to be directly know.

• Wisdom • 
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Internal factors (Panchaskandaya)

Rupa: Matter

  Everything is a combination of these four 
factors, and the name Rupa in pali meaning matter or 
form this is being given a de�nition of identi�cation. It 
takes some sort of matter or element to form Rupa

 • �e combination of any object which has the 
four elements such as being solid or tactile. 

 • �e combination of it having the quality of 
�uidity the �owing basis that every solid 
metirialis being held up with.

 • �e combination of the warmth factor, that it 
has.

 • �e combination of motion or shapes that it 
has

 • Combination of all elements make it aobject, 
or matter.

�e �ve aggregates
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Dammapadaya:

  Insatiable are sensual pleasures…
  Not by a shower of gold coins does contentment
  arise in sensual pleasures.
  Of little sweetness, and painful, are sensual 
  pleasures.
  Knowing thus, the wise man �nds no delight even  
  in heavenly pleasures.
  �e disciple of the Fully Enlightened One delights  
  in the destruction of craving

Rupa: Matter

  Everything is a combination of these four 
factors, and the name Rupa in pali meaning matter or 
form this is being given a de�nition of identi�cation. It 
takes some sort of matter or element to form Rupa

 • �e combination of any object which has the 
four elements such as being solid or tactile. 

 • �e combination of it having the quality of 
�uidity the �owing basis that every solid 
metirialis being held up with.

 • �e combination of the warmth factor, that it 
has.

 • �e combination of motion or shapes that it 
has

 • Combination of all elements make it aobject, 
or matter.
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Vedana – �e sensation of feelings

�e sensation of feelings, which are born 
towards a decisive idea, thoughts situations in life, 
di�erent individuals, and places are known as sensation 
of feelings. Feelings of being pleasant, unpleasant and 
neutral feeling. 

Depending on a person’s thoughts and ideas 
the sensation of feelings changers. Depending on the 
value system that one has in thoughts and ideas the 
feelings start to change. In a period of time a person 
could develop many attitudes towards things resulting 
in pleasant feelings, but at a di�erent point of time the 
very same object or individual could hold a di�erent 
value system and so accordingly the feelings may 
change from being pleasant to unpleasant. �e same 
theory continue and a person may develop feeling 
neither pleasant or unpleasant, feeling neutral about 
something depending on the change of feelings emo-

tions get build on leaving di�erent impression on life 
which one tends to carry on.

�e �ve aggregates
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Tripitakaya:
�e path of discrimination
Page 179

How is the appearance (establishment) of feeling 
recognized? When he gives attention [to feeling] as 
impermanent, the appearance (establishment)
as exhaustion is recognized; when he gives (it) attention as 
painful, the appearance (establishment) as terror is 
recognized; when he gives [it] attention as not self the 
appearance (establishment) as voidness is recognized. 
�is is how the appearance of feeling is recognized?

�is is how feelings are recognized as they arise, recognized 
as they appear, and recognized as they subside.

Vedana – �e sensation of feelings

�e sensation of feelings, which are born 
towards a decisive idea, thoughts situations in life, 
di�erent individuals, and places are known as sensation 
of feelings. Feelings of being pleasant, unpleasant and 
neutral feeling. 

Depending on a person’s thoughts and ideas 
the sensation of feelings changers. Depending on the 
value system that one has in thoughts and ideas the 
feelings start to change. In a period of time a person 
could develop many attitudes towards things resulting 
in pleasant feelings, but at a di�erent point of time the 
very same object or individual could hold a di�erent 
value system and so accordingly the feelings may 
change from being pleasant to unpleasant. �e same 
theory continue and a person may develop feeling 
neither pleasant or unpleasant, feeling neutral about 
something depending on the change of feelings emo-

tions get build on leaving di�erent impression on life 
which one tends to carry on.
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Dhammapadaya:

  �e mind is di�cult to control; swiftly and
  lightly, it moves and lands wherever it pleases. 
  It is good to tame the mind, for a well-tamed  
  mind brings happiness.

�e �ve aggregates
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Sannya – �e perception of identi�cation (shape and 
form)

�e perception of identi�cation in all material 
and immaterial form.

Material form means the tangible things and 
immaterial forms meaning all the intangible; such as 
lights, colors.

 • �e perception in identi�cation the colors and 
shapes combinations of details in the di�erent 
objects, situations or di�erent individu-
als.�ought process perceives it further. Com-
bining the values which a person might have 
towards intangible. �e way it is being 
perceived is related to perception of identi�ca-
tion.

 • With the said perception pleasurable feelings 
and develops lust or the opposite of it - hate 
and the in between – delusion. And at a di�er-
ent time with certain situations and things 
changing, a person could have a di�erent 
perception on things. Perception therefore 
changers with time and situation.

• Wisdom • 
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 179

How are perceptions recognized as they arise, recognized as 
they appear, recognized as they subside?

How is the arising of perception recognized? �e arising of 
perception is recognized in the sense of conditioned arising 
thus: With the arising of ignorance there is the arising of 
perception… With the arising of craving… With the 
arising of contact… (and so on as in up to the end).

Sannya – �e perception of identi�cation (shape and 
form)

�e perception of identi�cation in all material 
and immaterial form.

Material form means the tangible things and 
immaterial forms meaning all the intangible; such as 
lights, colors.

 • �e perception in identi�cation the colors and 
shapes combinations of details in the di�erent 
objects, situations or di�erent individu-
als.�ought process perceives it further. Com-
bining the values which a person might have 
towards intangible. �e way it is being 
perceived is related to perception of identi�ca-
tion.

 • With the said perception pleasurable feelings 
and develops lust or the opposite of it - hate 
and the in between – delusion. And at a di�er-
ent time with certain situations and things 
changing, a person could have a di�erent 
perception on things. Perception therefore 
changers with time and situation.

�e �ve aggregates
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Dhammapadaya:
Verse 93

  He whose passions are destroyed, 
  who is indi�erent to food, whose object is the void  
  and the unconditioned freedom, his path cannot  
  be traced like that of birds through the sky.

• Wisdom • 
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Sankara – Mental formations

Mental formations tendencies that follows 
with the information that has been gathered and deci-
sions that has been made. In order for all actions to take 
place the mental formations – Sankara needs to play its 
part.

 • All information that relates to di�erent situa-
tion and individuals, places and things being 
done in life,contributes to mental formations.-
Mentally it’s a process of information been 
gather from all di�erent places and even 
through di�erent past lives.

 • Such as an individual’s likes and habits, merits 
and acts of misbehave. Attachments to desire 
and so on forms, the collection of information 

�e �ve aggregates
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 179

How are applied-thoughts recognized as they arise, recog-
nized as they appear, recognized as they subside?

How is the arising of applied-thoughts recognized? 
�e arising of applied-thoughts is recognized in the sense of 
conditioned arising thus:
With the arising of ignorance there is the arising of applied 
thoughts...
With the arising of craving...
With the arising of action. ... 
With the arising of perception…
(and so, on as in, substituting perception for contact up to 
the end)...

�is is how applied-thoughts are recognized as they arise, 
recognize as they appear, and recognized as they subside.

• Wisdom • 
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Dhammapadaya:

  Fortify your mind and be nonattached...

  Realizing that this body is (as fragile) as a jar,
  establishing this mind (as �rm) as a (forti�ed)city, 
  he should attack Mara with the weapon of   
  wisdom. 
  He should guard his conquest and be 
  without attachment.

�e �ve aggregates
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Vinyana – Consciousness

Consciousness is the mental energy combined 
with the proceedings of the six senses and information 
that has been gathered through the mental forma-
tions.It is a combination of both proceedings. �is 
process also takes all information through energies that 
has been released in karmic situation. May it be good 
karma or bad karma and the energy line which is stored 
as data forms consciousness. 

Consciousness is a moment to moment 
process which is dependent on the dependent origina-
tion itself. Ignorance arises, mental formations, depen-
dent on mental formations arises consciousness.

 • �e entire process comes together of the visual 
object that is been seen, feelings developed, 
perceptions towards it, mental fabrications 

through information collected and the con-
sciousness of perceiving it as such – been con-
scious of it, comes in to place.

 • �e external factors such as visual conscious-
ness,consciousness of sound,consciousness of 
smell,consciousness of taste,consciousness of 
touch,consciousness of thoughts. In knowing 
so, of all the factors is the meaning of been 
conscious.

• Wisdom • 
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�e �ve aggregates
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Tripitakaya
Book of Kindred Sayings. Book 2
Page 72

Even so, brethren, if there be not passion, nor delight, nor
craving as to any of those four foods, there consciousness is 
not stationed nor fruitful, there in consequence 
name-and-shape does not descend, there activities do not 
grow, there in the future is no renewed becoming and 
rebirth, nor yet decay and-death with grief, a�iction, 
despair.

• Wisdom • 
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Words of wisdom

You will notice that one could not eliminate 
the basic factors of the aggregates been formed. Internal 
factors combining the Rupa – Matter , Vedana – 
feeling, Sannya – perception, Sankara – mental fabrica-
tions, Vinnyana – consciousness.

& the external factors which comprises of 
sight, sound, smell, taste, touch and thoughts cannot 
and it is not a possibility to illuminate the factors.

In re�ection one should identify the attach-
ment the attraction created in the mind and thought 
process being attracted, through pleasurable feelings of 
lust or unpleasant feelings and going further in creating 
the opposite of lust - hate and the in between – delu-
sion feelings of neutral. 

�e �ve aggregates
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 76

DEFINING INTERNALLY 

How does he de�ne ideas internally?
He de�nes the eye internally, he de�nes the ear internal-
ly… the nose… the tongue… the body…, he de�nes the 
mind internally.

He de�nes thus: Eye is produced by ignorance. He de�nes 
thus: Eye is produced by craving… Eye is produced by 
action… Eye is produced by nutriment… Eye is derived 
[by clinging] from the four great entities… Eye is arisen... 
He de�nes thus: Eye is arrived at. He de�nes thus: Eye,not 
having been, having been produced, will not be. He de�nes 
eye as spatially �nite. He de�nes thus: Eye is unlasting, 
uneternal, subject to change.

He de�nes thus: Eye is impermanent, formed, dependent-
ly-arisen, subject to destruction, subject to fall, subject to 
fading away,subject to cessation

He de�nes the eye as impermanent, not as permanent; he 
de�nes it as painful, not as pleasant, he de�nes it as not 
self, not as self; he becomes dispassionate, he does not 
delight, he causes the fading of greed, he does not in�ame 
it; he causes cessation, he does not originate; he relinquish-
es, he does not grasp.

• Wisdom • 
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 76

DEFINING INTERNALLY 

How does he de�ne ideas internally?
He de�nes the eye internally, he de�nes the ear internal-
ly… the nose… the tongue… the body…, he de�nes the 
mind internally.
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fading away,subject to cessation

He de�nes the eye as impermanent, not as permanent; he 
de�nes it as painful, not as pleasant, he de�nes it as not 
self, not as self; he becomes dispassionate, he does not 
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�e �ve aggregates
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Fear needs future

Be Known . Be Still…

f ear is known by all living beings in the entire  
 planet earth and all throughout the 31 planes 
of all existence. Fear is an emotion which has its roots 
to many things.�e main question ariseson knowing, 
how the emotional fact of fear, starts to build up. To 
what extremes could a person be led by fear and the 
ways to completely be free from fear.

Fear has many sides to its story, which needs a 
very careful inspection. Fear arises from lust… from the 
deep-seated roots of desire. Desire connected to lust 
and pleasure, makes a person long for things.Due to the 
fact of longing or protecting such things or emotions; 
one start to fear of the fact that they might lose the 
desired object or its grip, in time.

�e more a person values pleasure in a good 
sense or in a bad sense the more a person is consumed 

by  fear.Fear of completely or partially losing the desire. 
Fear and the worry build’s up due to the fact of a 
person’s own needs and wants.Craving for such needs 
in life. As an example: �e worst situation;imagingthat 
a family member or a close friend is dying, the person 
who is living is a�ected by fear and grief. 

Why? Because of the fact of losing that person, 
apart of the living person’s life is a�ected as well. It 
becomes harder to go on… the value towards the 
dyeing person was so high in the living persons mind. 
�is is desire and attachment, lust and pleasure, when 
this part is a�ected – fear �nds its way incontrolling a 
person.
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Tripitakaya
�e Gradual Sayings.     Book 4
Page 192 

Fear

‘Monks, fear is a term for the lusts, ill is a term for the lusts; 
disease is a term for the lusts; blain is a term for the lusts; 
barb is a term for the lusts; bond is a term for the lusts; dog 
is a term for the lusts; womb is a term for the lusts.
And wherefore, monks, is fear a term for the lusts?
Monks, since whosoever be bound by the passion of 
impulse, infatuated by the passion of lust, is neither free 
from fear in this world, nor free from fear in the world to 
come; therefore fear is a term for the lusts.

Fear needs future
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Be Known . Be Still…

Fear needs future

Danger of fear

Fear �nds its way to control emotions of a 
person in many ways. �e fact that a person is much 
attached to desire is in itself is a major �aw. Which con-
tinues its slow growth with a�ection and being love-
able, admired and honored.Having to know of chang-
ing situation in all of the attachments which were so 
desirable, creates the roots of fear to speeds its  way.A 
sense of danger is around and makes one fear of losing. 
It could grow it to something that most people do not 
recognize for a long time, when fear is governed by 
depression.

With the attachments of a�ection, pleasure 
and lust and value, fear spreads in more directions.Un-
able to exceptthe changers which happens in a situa-
tion,or in life.Fear,begins to unravel a dark side of life in 

a person.One maybegin to get depressed by the fear of 
losing things.

When the depression starts to happen, a 
person may have emotions of fear even more than 
before. Unable to cope up with the change with theim-
permanence of thing, di�erent individuals and di�er-
ent situation in life, fear becomeseven darkerside reveal-
ing di�erent emotions.A side of darkness which result 
in anger….

Anger continues and end with feelings of hate 
and obsession. Obsession is the main result of hidden 
fear being nurtured for a long period of time. Being 
obsessed and fear of not having one’s most desired plea-
sure, a person could have less con�dence in other 
people or the world at large, who becomes a very nega-
tive and depressed or an obsessed person.
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Fear needs future
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Dammapadaya:
Verse. 213
Grief springs from a�ection ………
  From a�ection springs grief, from a�ection 

springs fear; for him who is wholly free from 
  a�ection there is no grief, much less fear.

Verse.214
Grief springs from attachment …….
  From attachment springs grief, from attachment
  springs fear; for him who is wholly free from  
  attachment there is no grief, much less afear. 

Verse.  215
Grief springs from lust…….
  From lust springs grief, from lust springs fear; 
  for him who is wholly free from lust there is no  
  grief, much less fear. 

      Lord Buddha

• Wisdom • 
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Be Known . Be Still…

Fear needs future

Fear is governed by future.

In every single aspect of fear, carefully identi-
�ed of its path, a person could �nd that fear always 
needs a future. It is purely because of the fact of search-
ingfor better tomorrows or wanting to have a better life, 
bigger things and more of everything that fear �nds its 
way. If it’s not today then maybe, it will all be mine, one 
day in the future. A thought that all living beings cling 
too. �en they arefrightened by the impermanence, 
feared by the change of circumstances, not been able to 
except reality as it really should be seen.

When a person is frightened of his life been 
taken away, or a sickness that has just being discovere-
dor an accident, all situations has the  same attach-
ment.�e idea of desire, towards living a better life in 
the future, for one more day, for a one more hour 

makes one fear of the future and not wanting to let go 
of the craving, that one so holds dear. Fear grows.

Fear needs future to feed itself to grow.

�ere are many occasions,whereindividualsde-
velop fear regarding some very speci�c, like certaininci-
dents. �at type of fear may belong to a past life.A�ect-
ed deeply by adi�erent individual or an incident in 
another life time, has many ways of sudden appearing 
in the current life. In such a situation, mostly the 
person in this current life, can not quite understand the 
cause of fear, but knows the deep – seated fear that is 
hidden inside. With very careful guidance from an 
expert healer, a mentor or a counselor the fear could be 
identi�ed and completely handled before it passes on to 
anextreme situation in this life and could even be 
stopped from been carried on to another life.
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Fear needs future

No Fear

In order to eliminate the fact of fear, one needs 
to identify the attachment it holds for the most desired 
pleasure in one’s mind. One needs to have a clear view 
and be very honest in �nding out what it is that you 
treasure and value the most? What is the most di�cult 
situation that you will face if you lose the valued 
person, situation or things. What is the thought that 
you do not even want to think, just by thinking of a 
situation the mind tries to close its path; this is due it 
the fact of denial a person undergoes, not wanting to 
face upto the situation.

One needs to be honestly re�ecting on such 
feelings of fear and know the cause of it. A person in 
fear can be completely cured with time when the 
attachment towards the desire fades away with com-

plete understanding and realization of the fact of 
change, that itcannot be stopped by any force. 

�e fact of impermanenceshould dwell in one’s 
own mind and thoughts. Clear de�nitions of desirehelp 
to detach….let’s go of the fear that is deep within. 
When there is understanding regarding the implement 
future and the impermanent fact each desire brings to 
all living beings, fear melts away. 

A person may �nally come to the realization, 
that in a long-standing future - many dreams are yet to 
become true -uncertainty is a way of life that cannot be 
changed by any force.�e realization dawns, the 
moment to the passing moment,awareness of thoughts 
gets stronger.No elaborated desire or the search for 
pleasure in an unknown future….One knows the 
unknow fact of fear.
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and be very honest in �nding out what it is that you 
treasure and value the most? What is the most di�cult 
situation that you will face if you lose the valued 
person, situation or things. What is the thought that 
you do not even want to think, just by thinking of a 
situation the mind tries to close its path; this is due it 
the fact of denial a person undergoes, not wanting to 
face upto the situation.

One needs to be honestly re�ecting on such 
feelings of fear and know the cause of it. A person in 
fear can be completely cured with time when the 
attachment towards the desire fades away with com-

plete understanding and realization of the fact of 
change, that itcannot be stopped by any force. 

�e fact of impermanenceshould dwell in one’s 
own mind and thoughts. Clear de�nitions of desirehelp 
to detach….let’s go of the fear that is deep within. 
When there is understanding regarding the implement 
future and the impermanent fact each desire brings to 
all living beings, fear melts away. 

A person may �nally come to the realization, 
that in a long-standing future - many dreams are yet to 
become true -uncertainty is a way of life that cannot be 
changed by any force.�e realization dawns, the 
moment to the passing moment,awareness of thoughts 
gets stronger.No elaborated desire or the search for 
pleasure in an unknown future….One knows the 
unknow fact of fear.
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Dhammapadaya:

  Beings who see fear in what is not to be feared 
  and see no fear in the fearsome, 
  embrace false views and go to a woeful state. 

Fear needs future
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Fear needs future

What should be feared…

 �ere should be fear in what needs to be feared.

 �e endlessness of the samsara needs to be feared.

 �e su�ering of all existence needs to be feared.

 Not realizing the fact of the origin of su�ering 
needs to be feared.

 Not knowing the path that is the only escape from 
su�ering needs to be feared.

 Not knowing, desire for what desire stands for, 
needs to be feared.

 Not knowing, the danger which all attachments 
and bounded by needs to be feared.

 Not knowing the  four noble truth as it should be 
known, should be feared.

 Not knowing carving and grasping for what it 
really is, is to be feared.

 Not knowing the facts of ignorance is to be feared.

 Not knowing su�ering for what su�ering is really 
about needs to be feared.
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 Not knowing, desire for what desire stands for, 
needs to be feared.

 Not knowing, the danger which all attachments 
and bounded by needs to be feared.

 Not knowing the  four noble truth as it should be 
known, should be feared.

 Not knowing carving and grasping for what it 
really is, is to be feared.

 Not knowing the facts of ignorance is to be feared.

 Not knowing su�ering for what su�ering is really 
about needs to be feared.
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Dhammapadaya:
Verse 96

  Calm is his mind, calm is his speech, calm is his  
  action, who, rightly knowing, is wholly freed,  
  perfectly peaceful, and is unshaken by the ups and  
  downs of life.

• Wisdom • 
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Fear needs future

Healing from fear

 Purwakuthiya

 • May all the sounds and interferences in the 
atmosphere fade away from your mind.May 
you experience the quietness and calmness 
with in.

 • Di�erent situations in life… di�erent individ-
uals in life… di�erent duties in life…di�erent 
places in life… fade away from your mind, 
may you experience the quietness within… the 
calmness within….

 • Di�erent cities… di�erent countries… di�er-
ent worlds… 

  May all of the interferences fade away from 
your mind….

  May you experience the relaxation in your 
body….. 

  �e quietness within and the calmness 
within….

Inhale and Exhale

 • Breath in gently and breath out gently, bring in 
the air deep within to your body. Let every 
single cell in the body be �lled with goodness 
and purity.

 • Whatever bad energies that needs to leave your 
body, let it leave from every single cell in your 
body, all bad energies let it leave completely, 
through this breath that you exhale gently.

 • Inhale deeply and exhale full for seven times, 
and then breath normally as you would, being 
aware for your breathing.

 • Let your thoughts drift to a situation which 
you have a di�cult time dealing with.

 • Contemplate on what brought this situation or 
your thoughts on an individual that you want 
to run away from or not except.

 • Watch from a distance how the body sense up 
with di�erent feelings.

 • Identify the feelings that your body is signaling 
to you.

 • What makes you tense in the �rst place? 

 • Is it a word, is it a by seeing something that you 
don’t want to, is it an individual, is it due to 

varies situations combined together?

 • What is it that you, try to protect yourself 
from? 

 • What is the cause of this protective feeling.

 • Which is your most desired and valued feelings 
that you treasure the most and try to protect?

 • What is the change that you do not want to 
except in your life?

 • What are your most feared thoughts regarding 
the change.

 • What don’t you want to see changing… for 
what reasons?

 • A gentle reminder; the most treasured and 
valued feelings that you may have towards 

something a situation or an individual will 
start to change with time, it is not permanent.

 • It is impermanent.

 • �ere is su�ering in this fear of change, su�er-
ing in excepting the impermanence, fear builds 
in to pain and su�ering.

 • Fear due to desire creates pain and su�ering.

 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.

 • Reality gives you clarity.

 • �e desire that you treasure the most may fade 
away oneday.

 • Except the reality and gently let go of the want 
and need… as you are only holding on to 

something that is inde�nitely changing. 

 • Let go of the desire…. excepting the imperma-
nence that it’s made of…then the fear of losing 
it….. fades away. 

 • Excepting that all desires are impermanent, 
fear of losing…. fades away.

 • Feel free…. Feel clam in letting go of fear. You 
are free…
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in to pain and su�ering.
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 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.
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 • �e desire that you treasure the most may fade 
away oneday.
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and need… as you are only holding on to 
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aware for your breathing.
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you have a di�cult time dealing with.

 • Contemplate on what brought this situation or 
your thoughts on an individual that you want 
to run away from or not except.
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 • What is the change that you do not want to 
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start to change with time, it is not permanent.
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 • �ere is su�ering in this fear of change, su�er-
ing in excepting the impermanence, fear builds 
in to pain and su�ering.
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 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.
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away oneday.

 • Except the reality and gently let go of the want 
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 • May all the sounds and interferences in the 
atmosphere fade away from your mind.May 
you experience the quietness and calmness 
with in.

 • Di�erent situations in life… di�erent individ-
uals in life… di�erent duties in life…di�erent 
places in life… fade away from your mind, 
may you experience the quietness within… the 
calmness within….
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your mind….

  May you experience the relaxation in your 
body….. 

  �e quietness within and the calmness 
within….

Inhale and Exhale

 • Breath in gently and breath out gently, bring in 
the air deep within to your body. Let every 
single cell in the body be �lled with goodness 
and purity.

 • Whatever bad energies that needs to leave your 
body, let it leave from every single cell in your 
body, all bad energies let it leave completely, 
through this breath that you exhale gently.

 • Inhale deeply and exhale full for seven times, 
and then breath normally as you would, being 
aware for your breathing.

 • Let your thoughts drift to a situation which 
you have a di�cult time dealing with.

 • Contemplate on what brought this situation or 
your thoughts on an individual that you want 
to run away from or not except.

 • Watch from a distance how the body sense up 
with di�erent feelings.

 • Identify the feelings that your body is signaling 
to you.

 • What makes you tense in the �rst place? 

 • Is it a word, is it a by seeing something that you 
don’t want to, is it an individual, is it due to 

varies situations combined together?

 • What is it that you, try to protect yourself 
from? 

 • What is the cause of this protective feeling.

 • Which is your most desired and valued feelings 
that you treasure the most and try to protect?

 • What is the change that you do not want to 
except in your life?

 • What are your most feared thoughts regarding 
the change.

 • What don’t you want to see changing… for 
what reasons?

 • A gentle reminder; the most treasured and 
valued feelings that you may have towards 

something a situation or an individual will 
start to change with time, it is not permanent.

 • It is impermanent.

 • �ere is su�ering in this fear of change, su�er-
ing in excepting the impermanence, fear builds 
in to pain and su�ering.

 • Fear due to desire creates pain and su�ering.

 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.

 • Reality gives you clarity.

 • �e desire that you treasure the most may fade 
away oneday.

 • Except the reality and gently let go of the want 
and need… as you are only holding on to 

something that is inde�nitely changing. 

 • Let go of the desire…. excepting the imperma-
nence that it’s made of…then the fear of losing 
it….. fades away. 

 • Excepting that all desires are impermanent, 
fear of losing…. fades away.

 • Feel free…. Feel clam in letting go of fear. You 
are free…
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Healing from fear

 Purwakuthiya

 • May all the sounds and interferences in the 
atmosphere fade away from your mind.May 
you experience the quietness and calmness 
with in.

 • Di�erent situations in life… di�erent individ-
uals in life… di�erent duties in life…di�erent 
places in life… fade away from your mind, 
may you experience the quietness within… the 
calmness within….

 • Di�erent cities… di�erent countries… di�er-
ent worlds… 

  May all of the interferences fade away from 
your mind….

  May you experience the relaxation in your 
body….. 

  �e quietness within and the calmness 
within….

Inhale and Exhale

 • Breath in gently and breath out gently, bring in 
the air deep within to your body. Let every 
single cell in the body be �lled with goodness 
and purity.

 • Whatever bad energies that needs to leave your 
body, let it leave from every single cell in your 
body, all bad energies let it leave completely, 
through this breath that you exhale gently.

 • Inhale deeply and exhale full for seven times, 
and then breath normally as you would, being 
aware for your breathing.

 • Let your thoughts drift to a situation which 
you have a di�cult time dealing with.

 • Contemplate on what brought this situation or 
your thoughts on an individual that you want 
to run away from or not except.

 • Watch from a distance how the body sense up 
with di�erent feelings.

 • Identify the feelings that your body is signaling 
to you.

 • What makes you tense in the �rst place? 

 • Is it a word, is it a by seeing something that you 
don’t want to, is it an individual, is it due to 

varies situations combined together?

 • What is it that you, try to protect yourself 
from? 

 • What is the cause of this protective feeling.

 • Which is your most desired and valued feelings 
that you treasure the most and try to protect?

 • What is the change that you do not want to 
except in your life?

 • What are your most feared thoughts regarding 
the change.

 • What don’t you want to see changing… for 
what reasons?

 • A gentle reminder; the most treasured and 
valued feelings that you may have towards 

something a situation or an individual will 
start to change with time, it is not permanent.

 • It is impermanent.

 • �ere is su�ering in this fear of change, su�er-
ing in excepting the impermanence, fear builds 
in to pain and su�ering.

 • Fear due to desire creates pain and su�ering.

 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.

 • Reality gives you clarity.

 • �e desire that you treasure the most may fade 
away oneday.

 • Except the reality and gently let go of the want 
and need… as you are only holding on to 

something that is inde�nitely changing. 

 • Let go of the desire…. excepting the imperma-
nence that it’s made of…then the fear of losing 
it….. fades away. 

 • Excepting that all desires are impermanent, 
fear of losing…. fades away.

 • Feel free…. Feel clam in letting go of fear. You 
are free…
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Healing from fear

 Purwakuthiya

 • May all the sounds and interferences in the 
atmosphere fade away from your mind.May 
you experience the quietness and calmness 
with in.

 • Di�erent situations in life… di�erent individ-
uals in life… di�erent duties in life…di�erent 
places in life… fade away from your mind, 
may you experience the quietness within… the 
calmness within….

 • Di�erent cities… di�erent countries… di�er-
ent worlds… 

  May all of the interferences fade away from 
your mind….

  May you experience the relaxation in your 
body….. 

  �e quietness within and the calmness 
within….

Inhale and Exhale

 • Breath in gently and breath out gently, bring in 
the air deep within to your body. Let every 
single cell in the body be �lled with goodness 
and purity.

 • Whatever bad energies that needs to leave your 
body, let it leave from every single cell in your 
body, all bad energies let it leave completely, 
through this breath that you exhale gently.

 • Inhale deeply and exhale full for seven times, 
and then breath normally as you would, being 
aware for your breathing.

 • Let your thoughts drift to a situation which 
you have a di�cult time dealing with.

 • Contemplate on what brought this situation or 
your thoughts on an individual that you want 
to run away from or not except.

 • Watch from a distance how the body sense up 
with di�erent feelings.

 • Identify the feelings that your body is signaling 
to you.

 • What makes you tense in the �rst place? 

 • Is it a word, is it a by seeing something that you 
don’t want to, is it an individual, is it due to 

varies situations combined together?

 • What is it that you, try to protect yourself 
from? 

 • What is the cause of this protective feeling.

 • Which is your most desired and valued feelings 
that you treasure the most and try to protect?

 • What is the change that you do not want to 
except in your life?

 • What are your most feared thoughts regarding 
the change.

 • What don’t you want to see changing… for 
what reasons?

 • A gentle reminder; the most treasured and 
valued feelings that you may have towards 

something a situation or an individual will 
start to change with time, it is not permanent.

 • It is impermanent.

 • �ere is su�ering in this fear of change, su�er-
ing in excepting the impermanence, fear builds 
in to pain and su�ering.

 • Fear due to desire creates pain and su�ering.

 • If you gently except the change and imperma-
nence in the situation you begin to face reality.

 • Reality gives you clarity.

 • �e desire that you treasure the most may fade 
away oneday.

 • Except the reality and gently let go of the want 
and need… as you are only holding on to 

something that is inde�nitely changing. 

 • Let go of the desire…. excepting the imperma-
nence that it’s made of…then the fear of losing 
it….. fades away. 

 • Excepting that all desires are impermanent, 
fear of losing…. fades away.

 • Feel free…. Feel clam in letting go of fear. You 
are free…
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Fear needs future

Forgiveness and being forgiven from fear

 •  In all the sansara lifetimes that I have traveled 
and, in this life, if there were feelings of hate, 
jealousy, ill treatment, envy or enmity… any 
form of su�ering that I have caused toward any 
living being… may I receive forgiveness…

• In all the sansara lifetimes that I have traveled, and 
in this life, if there is any fear due to any reason 
which is explainable or not explainable… any 
form of su�ering that I have caused toward any 
living being… or any person that has in�icting 
fear uponmyself.

• I forgive them…. And let it go…

• May all the living beings receive this forgiveness 

which I transcend at this moment. May they 
be free from all sansara bonds and attach-
ments….. May they be free from fear…. as I 
am free….

Positive Universal energy

 •  May all living being receive the purest form of 
Buddha Shakthi, Dhamma Skathi and Sangha 
Shakthi…. Reinforcing…. Guiding …. To 
attain Niwana… Nibbana…Enlightenment.

 • May all living being be free from desire….. free 
from attachment towards desire… be free from 
fear of losing… be free from fear…. Be clam in 
mind and be clam in body….
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Forgiveness and being forgiven from fear

 •  In all the sansara lifetimes that I have traveled 
and, in this life, if there were feelings of hate, 
jealousy, ill treatment, envy or enmity… any 
form of su�ering that I have caused toward any 
living being… may I receive forgiveness…

• In all the sansara lifetimes that I have traveled, and 
in this life, if there is any fear due to any reason 
which is explainable or not explainable… any 
form of su�ering that I have caused toward any 
living being… or any person that has in�icting 
fear uponmyself.

• I forgive them…. And let it go…

• May all the living beings receive this forgiveness 

which I transcend at this moment. May they 
be free from all sansara bonds and attach-
ments….. May they be free from fear…. as I 
am free….

Positive Universal energy

 •  May all living being receive the purest form of 
Buddha Shakthi, Dhamma Skathi and Sangha 
Shakthi…. Reinforcing…. Guiding …. To 
attain Niwana… Nibbana…Enlightenment.

 • May all living being be free from desire….. free 
from attachment towards desire… be free from 
fear of losing… be free from fear…. Be clam in 
mind and be clam in body….
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

Be Known . Be Still…

t he Wisdom which leads to factors of enlight- 
 enment is known as Bojjanga in pali, Bodhi – 
which is the basis of enlightenment or the purest spiri-
tual wisdom gained, is combined by Anga – the seven 
most important factors which comes together when 
attaining enlightenment. �e combination is known as 
Saptha Bojjanga – Seven factors of wisdom which lead-
senlightenment.

How could a person gain the seven factors of 
wisdom to enlightenment?

One needs to practice on the meditations start-
ing from samatha meditation methods which helps to 
gain concentration and  vipassana meditation methods 
which helps in gaining deeper concentration and 
insight. Insight leads to awareness, the sense of aware-

ness that one should have to see things as they truly are 
in life.

�e pure qualities, which further on divides 
into the seven factors which is imbedded in the practice 
of insight meditation, known as Vipassana. �e inten-
tion of vipassana meditation is to unravel the Mysteries 
of life, and to reveal the true reality of life. �e unseen 
reality.

�rough the practice of meditation, one gains 
deeper insight, which comes through knowing and 
understanding, when a person is aware of knowing the 
reality as it is and as it should be seen, one gains the 
wisdom.�e seven factors embedded in wisdom, lead-
ing to the �nal realization of the ultimate truth, of Nib-
bana. Enlightenment.
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into the seven factors which is imbedded in the practice 
of insight meditation, known as Vipassana. �e inten-
tion of vipassana meditation is to unravel the Mysteries 
of life, and to reveal the true reality of life. �e unseen 
reality.

�rough the practice of meditation, one gains 
deeper insight, which comes through knowing and 
understanding, when a person is aware of knowing the 
reality as it is and as it should be seen, one gains the 
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Dhammapadaya
Verse: 7 & 8

Whoever
lives contemplating

pleasant things, with senses
unrestrained, in food immoderate,

indolent, inactive, him verilly
Mara overthrows, as the

wind (overthrows)
a weak tree.

Whoever
lives contemplating

“the Impurities", with senses
restrained, in food moderate, full
of faith, full of sustained energy,

him Mara overthrows not,
as the wind (does not
overthrow) a rocky

mountain.

Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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• Wisdom • 

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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• Wisdom • 

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

• Sathi –
 Mindfulness:

Intense Mindfulness is been practiced at this 
point in order to �nd the calmness and freedom that 
leads to complete concentration. Mindfulness in the 
sense of been aware  of all things seen and all unseen 
feelings that generate in the mind as a process of 
thoughts and identifying the attachments of desire. �e 
desire that is hidden in the thought process.

Being aware of your awareness leads to 
acknowledging the desire, hate and delusion that one 
has towards life and the su�ering caused as a result of 
deception in the mind. Not being able to accept the 
change of impermanence. Being aware, in mindfulness 
is a factor of enlightenment.

• Dhammavichaya-
 Understanding investigation of Dhamma:

Understanding dhamma as it should be under-
stood. �e main point of dhamma is to end all states of 
su�ering. �e understanding of desirable pleasures 
which comes to change and is impermanent therefore, 
it brings su�ering and pain. Giving reason for dhamma 
to be investigated more in �nding the real 
answers.Dhamma should be applied to personal life 
situations to gain the true experience of detachment.

 To escape su�ering, a person has to acknowl-
edge that all attachments brings pain and su�ering at 
the end and one should �nd a complete escape to end 
all su�ering.Understanding and investigating further in 
the ways of dhamma becomes an enlightenment factor.

• Viriya -
 E�ort:

�is is where a person could or could not con-
tinue in the path. If a person lets go of the path and falls 
back into the worldly manner of doing things, again 
and again the su�ering gets more with time. It is 
important to focus and have the right e�orts to go 
through the path in order to be free and have an end 
towards all forms of su�ering.E�ort becomes a factor 
that leads to enlightenment

• Preethi – 
            Happiness

In learning dhamma and practicing it in a daily 
basis a person �nds ways of dealing with challengers 
and the hidden attachments. Realizing that one is 
attached to a certain desire is one of the main points, 
which helps in letting go…doing so a person experi-
ence the facts of dhamma to be correct in life experi-
ence as well. In every aspect of the  Sath Dhamma it has 

analyzed your own life and the cause and e�ect of 
deep-set desires and its challengers to be faced, which 
end up in a mess of su�ering, in some form or the 
other. When a person �nal starts to understand this and 
when dhamma is been applied a person starts to be 
clam in mind and �nds true answer to real problems. 
�is brings happiness and this happiness stays on… 
grows more and more as you are in the right path to 
happiness �nally. In knowing the truth, one gains hap-
piness.

• Passadhi-
 Tranquility:

�e happiness continues to grow more in to an 
achievement, another step taken towards Nibbana. �e 
calmness that follows in life, when dealing with chal-
lenging situations prevails.Deeper knowledge brings 
answer helping one see things as they are… been clear. 
Leading it to deeper calmness and tranquility. Passadhi 
in pali could be de�ned as tranquility as a factor of 
enlightenment.

• Samadhi -
  Concentration :

�rough the practice of mindfulness, a person 
identi�es all values which he holds towards desirable 
attachments which are created in the mind. �e muddy 
water becomes clear and one get to see the depths of the 
thought process in the mind, which analyze the cause of 
desire.  �e Four Foundations of mindfulness in medi-
tation is a good source of help which gains concentra-
tion and focus. It builds into been a factor of enlighten-
ment.

• Upekkha -
 Equanimity

�rough the concentration one gets perfect 
wisdom. Wisdom dawns on the person – it is as clear as 
clear should be. Identi�ed and Re�ected on the root 
cause of su�ering and the continuity which tiesone 
tosansara.equanimity �nally becomes a quality devel-

oped within, with its calmness and composure in 
understanding all challengers. Equanimity becomes a 
state of mind. Which completes the �nal factor of 
enlightenment.
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• Wisdom • 

Be Known . Be Still…

Word of wisdom

In practicing meditation, a person gains the 
wisdom of the separated factors of enlightenment. �e 
seven qualities of enlightenment aredeveloping in the 
mind; in the thinking process of the seeker of the truth. 

As it is described in the eight-fold path, the 
wisdom is gained in each step and through the under-
standing and by engaging in deep meditations a person 
receives the factors of enlightenment as a quality, a state 
of mind state which one has realized.

�e realization itself opens the qualities of the 
seven factors. Developing the qualities from one to the 
other. Awareness as a quality is received leading it to 
more understanding of the dhamma. Understanding is 
developed as a quality. More energy or the right kind of 
e�ort is being developed. �e e�ort builds on another 
quality of happiness. Happiness in the developed 

factors build more pure concentration. �is pureness in 
the concentration opens the realization, which develops 
the �nal quality of Tranquility. 
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Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

In practicing meditation, a person gains the 
wisdom of the separated factors of enlightenment. �e 
seven qualities of enlightenment aredeveloping in the 
mind; in the thinking process of the seeker of the truth. 

As it is described in the eight-fold path, the 
wisdom is gained in each step and through the under-
standing and by engaging in deep meditations a person 
receives the factors of enlightenment as a quality, a state 
of mind state which one has realized.

�e realization itself opens the qualities of the 
seven factors. Developing the qualities from one to the 
other. Awareness as a quality is received leading it to 
more understanding of the dhamma. Understanding is 
developed as a quality. More energy or the right kind of 
e�ort is being developed. �e e�ort builds on another 
quality of happiness. Happiness in the developed 

factors build more pure concentration. �is pureness in 
the concentration opens the realization, which develops 
the �nal quality of Tranquility. 
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Dhammapadaya:
�e book of kindred Sayings Book 5
Page 51 & 52

THE MOUNTAIN
Himalaya

Monks, by Himâlaya, lord of mountains, 
snakes grow a body and get strength. When they have 
grown a body and got strength there, they go down to the 
tarns, thence to the lakes, thence to the small rivers, thence 
to the great rivers, thence they go down to the sea, they go 
down to the mighty ocean, and there they win to greatness 
and growth of body.

Just so, monks, a monk supported by virtue, �xed in virtue, 
cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom and making much of 
them, wins to greatness and growth in conditions. And 
how does a monk, so supported, so �xed in virtue, cultivat-
ing the seven limbs of wisdom, and making much of them, 
win to greatness and growth in conditions?

• Wisdom • 

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind-
fulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa-
tion, which ends in self-surrender.

He cultivates investigation of the Norm, the limb of 
wisdom that is so based. He cultivates the limb of wisdom 
that is energy and is so based. He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that tranquility that is so based. He cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is concentration that is so based. He 
cultivates the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, that is 
based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in 
self-surrender.

�at is how a monk, supported by virtue, �xed in virtue, 
by cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom, by making much 
of the seven limbs of wisdom, wins to greatness and growth 
in conditions.
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Dhammapadaya:
�e book of kindred Sayings Book 5
Page 51 & 52

THE MOUNTAIN
Himalaya

Monks, by Himâlaya, lord of mountains, 
snakes grow a body and get strength. When they have 
grown a body and got strength there, they go down to the 
tarns, thence to the lakes, thence to the small rivers, thence 
to the great rivers, thence they go down to the sea, they go 
down to the mighty ocean, and there they win to greatness 
and growth of body.

Just so, monks, a monk supported by virtue, �xed in virtue, 
cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom and making much of 
them, wins to greatness and growth in conditions. And 
how does a monk, so supported, so �xed in virtue, cultivat-
ing the seven limbs of wisdom, and making much of them, 
win to greatness and growth in conditions?

Seven factors of Wisdom to Enlightenment

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind-
fulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa-
tion, which ends in self-surrender.

He cultivates investigation of the Norm, the limb of 
wisdom that is so based. He cultivates the limb of wisdom 
that is energy and is so based. He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that tranquility that is so based. He cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is concentration that is so based. He 
cultivates the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, that is 
based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in 
self-surrender.

�at is how a monk, supported by virtue, �xed in virtue, 
by cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom, by making much 
of the seven limbs of wisdom, wins to greatness and growth 
in conditions.
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�e Eight Stagers to Nibbana

�e Eight Stagers to Nibbana

Be Known . Be Still…

e ach of the statesare linked with a higher   
 understanding and wisdom which proceeds in 
this path.

�e Path is known as Magga in Pali, and Pala 
meaning the achievement or destination, in the said 
sector. �e eight-fold path helps a person to realize each 

of the said destinations and the wisdom that one gains 
out of the practices. Making a person understand what 
life is about with all its lavishing desires and su�ering 
that follows as a shadow behind. �e path, therefore, 
helps in �nding that way out of su�ering, step by step.

It is through the fourgateways and its four 
paths, the eight stagers to nibbana, that one �nds the 
way. Towards the complete contentment and tranquili-
ty, which is only in the realization of Nibbana… 
Niwana.
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Wisdom on…..
Path and the destination

Be Known . Be Still…

�e Eight Stagers to Nibbana

Sothapanna
Magga -Stream entry path
Pala – �e stream entry

Sakadagami
Magga – Once returner path
Pala – Once returner

Anagami
Magga – Non-returner path
Pala – Non-returner

Arahath
Magga – Arahath path
Pala – Arahath (the realized one)
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 97

Contemplation of turning away is a behavior 
of knowledge.

 �e stream-entry path is a behavior of knowledge... 
�e fruition of stream entry... 
�e once-return path... 
�e fruition of once return ... 
�e non-return path … 
�e fruition of non-return. 
�e arahant path... 
�e fruition of arahant ship is a behavior of knowledge. 

Owing to these sixteen kinds of behavior of knowledge.

• Wisdom • 
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Dammapadaya:
Verse 126

 Regarding sothapanna - �e Stream Winner 

  Some are reborn as human beings, 
  �e wicked are reborn in woeful states, 
  �e righteous go to blissful states, 
  and those who are free from mental de�lements,
  pass away into Nibbana.

�e Eight Stagers to Nibbana
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Wisdom on…..
Path and the destination

Be Known . Be Still…

• Sothapanna
Magga - Stream entry path

A person �nally starts to question the ways of 
the world and try to �nd answers to certain questions 
that are unique in answer.One may be in search of the 
truth at this point, not being able to understand clearly, 
what it may be. In search of the truth, to the reasons 
behind su�ering of all existence or oneself, to start with. 
A person falls in to the right path of thinking at this 
stage.

Pala – �e Stream Winner

 A person �nally gains the knowledge of what 
desire is about and how attractions are formed in the 
mind. To achieve a dream of happiness how the world 

gets caught up in all pleasurable desires. By understand-
ing the problem clearly, at the point of reaching Sotha-
panna pala, the Stream Winner further, sees the danger 
in desire.

One is in search again, for the answers to 
escapethe danger of su�ering.

In gaining the wisdom in the stage of stream 
winner, a person  is completely away from falling into 
the four derivative states of hell, animal kingdoms asura 
worlds, peratha worlds, kumbanda worlds. Rebirth or 
rebecoming of the Stream winner only takes place in 
human worlds, Deva or Brahma worlds. Most impor-
tantly the path to end all su�ering is secured by the 
wisdom of Stream Winner.
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• Sothapanna
Magga - Stream entry path
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the Kindred Saying      Book 5
Page 351

Four Fruits.

Monks, these four conditions,if cultivated and made much 
of, conduce to realizing the fruits of stream-winning.

What four?
Following after the good, 
hearing the Good Norm, 
systematic attention to it and living in accordance with the 
precepts of the Norm.
�ese four conditions, if cultivated and made much of,
conduce to realizing the fruits of stream-winning.
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Dammapadaya:
Verse: 171

Regarding Sakurdagami - Once Returner

Come,
look at the world,

resembling an ornamented royal
chariot. Herein fools are sunk, but

for the wise there is no 
attachment.

�e Eight Stagers to Nibbana
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Wisdom on…..
Path and the destination

Be Known . Be Still…

• Sakadagami
 Magga – Once Returner Path

A person who has reached the stages of stream 
winner, immediately falls on to the  path of Sakadaga-
mi, which is the path or the way of the Once returner 
path. In this path, one gains wisdom regarding the 
attachments to all tangible desires and worldly things, 
that one �nds attractive but still, not being able to be 
detached from such tangible desires one searches for the 
wisdom in once returner path.

Pala – Once returner

A person reaches the wisdom ofthe danger 
which is linked to all pleasurable attachments to world-
ly things, that aretangible and very admirable but  cre-

ates an endless stream of tears. All attachments for 
houses, cars, lands, money in which to buy the said 
pleasurable things falls under the category of tangible 
attachments.�e realization in the Once returner stage, 
is due to the fact of the person realizing the su�ering 
through all tangible and desirable attachments, recog-
nizes the �re that burns as pain that has been in�ected, 
completely detached. In this stage of Once returner, 
this particular name gives the meaning as a person 
tends to arrive on planet earth just once, even in a 
di�erent rebirth.To enjoy the intangible pleasures that 
this world o�ers.More likely a person’srebirth, at this 
stage forms in a place of Deva worlds.
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• Sakadagami
 Magga – Once Returner Path
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the Kindred Saying      Book 5 
Page 351

Four Fruits.

Monks, these four conditions, if cultivated and made much 
of, conduce to realizing the fruits of Once returner.

What four?
Following after the good, 
hearing the Good Norm, 
systematic attention to it and living in accordance with the 
precepts of the Norm.
�ese four conditions, if cultivated and made much of,
conduce to realizing the fruits of Once Returner.
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Dammapadaya:
Verse 290

Regarding Anāgāmi – Non-Returner

  If by giving up a lesser happiness,
  one maybehold a greater one, 
  let the wise man give up the lesser happiness in  
  consideration of the greater happiness.
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Wisdom on…..
Path and the destination

Be Known . Be Still…

• Anāgāmi
 Magga – Non-Returner Path

Once a person reaches the stage on Once 
returner, one immediatelyfalls to the path of Non-Re-
turner Path. In this stage one is in search again. �e 
Tangible  pleasurable desires of the mind are still active 
and craves for relationships with family members, 
recognition,intimacy of relationships all types of con-
cepts of the thought process.Which in return gets 
attached with feelings and concepts at this point, 
creates the attachments. 

Pala – Non-Returner

Being insearch of the wisdom of intangible 
attachment. One gains the wisdom. �e danger that is 

being attached withall intangible thoughts, concepts 
and ideas to gain the desired pleasures. Further on it 
revels the escape of letting go…. Detachment of tangi-
ble and intangible desires of such desires. In the mean-
ing of Non-returner,  it should be understood that a 
person gaining the wisdom never returns to planet 
earth, further on proceeds in a rebirth to the worlds of 
Brahama.
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• Anāgāmi
 Magga – Non-Returner Path
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the Kindred Saying      Book 5 
Page 351

Four Fruits.

Monks, these four conditions, if cultivated and made much 
of, conduce to realizing the fruits of  Non-returner.

What four?
Following after the good, 
hearing the Good Norm, 
systematic attention to it and living in accordance with the 
precepts of the Norm.
�ese four conditions, if cultivated and made much of,
conduce to realizing the fruits of  Non-Returner.
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Dammapadaya:
Verse 124

Regarding Arahant – �e Enlightened One

  If no wound there be in one's hand,
  one may carry poison in it.
   Poison does not a�ect one who has no wound.
   �ere is no ill, for him who does no wrong.
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Wisdom on…..
Path and the destination

Be Known . Be Still…

• Arahant
 Magga – Arahath Path

Caught in the chains of sansara a person still 
proceeds.One seeks in knowing the truth to end all 
forms of su�ering. In reaching the stage of Non-Re-
turner a person immediately falls in to the path of 
arhath. In this stage a person has desire towards �ve 
main aspects. 

 Rupa raga –  Greed for material forms of 
life or being in existence

 Arupa raga –  Greed for immaterial forms 
of life or being in existence

 Mannya –  Pride

 Uddachcha –  Agitation

 Avidya -  Ignorance

Pala – Arahath (the realized one)

Finally, the great wisdom and realization 
dawns in a person. �e complete detachment of all 
forms of desire, detachment of all forms of hate, 
detachment from all forms of delusion. Delusion which 
one has been attached with the thinking patterns of 
desire.Finallydesire is detached with the highest realiza-
tions of….

  Complete detachment of material forms of life 
or being in existence

  Complete detachment of immaterial forms of 
life or beings in existence

  Complete detachment of pride

  Complete detachment of agitation

  Complete detachment of ignorance

  �us, ends all forms of su�ering and the 
sansara chakra,

  In the wisdom and realization of, the ultimate 
realization…..

  Nibbana, Niwana.
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Tripitakaya
�e Book of the Kindred Saying      Book 5 
Page 351

Four Fruits.

Monks, these four conditions, if cultivated and made much 
of, conduce to realizing the fruits of Arahath.

What four?
Following after the good, 
hearing the Good Norm, 
systematic attention to it and living in accordance with the 
precepts of the Norm.
�ese four conditions, if cultivated and made much of,
conduce to realizing the fruits of Arahath.
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 174

According as: 

there are ten meanings of 'according as’,
meaning of 'according as' as meaning of self-control…
meaning ‘accordingas' as meaning of serenity in oneself... 
as meaning of extinguishment inoneself…... 
as meaning of direct knowledge….
as meaning of full understanding......
as meaning of abandoning…....
 as meaning of developing….
as meaning of realizing,....
 as meaning of convergence upon actuality
meaning of 'according as' as meaning of establishment in 
cessation.
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Dammapadaya:
Verse 204

  Health is the highest gain.
  Contentment is thegreatest wealth.
  �e trusted are the best kinsmen.
  Nibbana is the highest bliss. 
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Samma Sambuddha

Samma Sambuddha

Be Known . Be Still…

Tripitakaya
�e Guide
Page 15

Teachings

How it is taught

Herein, the Blessed One teaches escape to a person who 
gains knowledge by what is condensed, he teaches disap-
pointment and escape to a person who gains knowledge by 
what is expanded, he teaches grati�cation, disappoint-
ment, and escape, to a person who guidable.

Herein, there are four ways and four [types of ] persons. 
One of craving- temperament who is dull �nds the outlet, 
by way of the foundations of mindfulness as support and 
with the mindfulness faculty, on the way that is painful 
with sluggish acquaintanceship.

One of craving-temperament who is intelligent? �nds the 
outlet, by way of the [four] meditations as support and 
with the concentration faculty, on the way that is painful 
with swift acquaintanceship.
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�e Guide
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 174

Buddha: in what sense buddha? He is the discoverer 
(bujjhitar) of the actualities thus he is enlightened (bud-
dha). He is the awakener (bodhetar) of the of the genera-
tion, thus he is enlightened. He is enlightened by omni-
science, enlightened by seeing all, enlightened without 
dependence on others’ instruction, enlightened because of 
majesty,’ he is enlightened  through the quality of having 
exhausted  cankers, enlightened through the quality of 
being free from the essentials of being. 

He is quite without greed, thus he is enlightened; he is 
quite without hate, thus he is enlightened; he is quiet with-
out delusion; thus, he is enlightened; he is quiet without 
de�lement; thus, he is enlightened: he has travelled the 
path that goes on only one way, thus he is enlightened; he 

Samma Sambuddha

alone discovered the peerless full enlightenment; thus, he is 
enlightened. He is enlightened because he has
destroyed enlightenment and obtained enlightenment

Buddha: 

Buddha this is not a name made by a mother, made by a 
father, made by a brother, made by a sister, made by 
friends and companions, made relatives and kin, made by 
ascetics and brahmans, made by deities: this is a name 
(derived) from the �nal liberation of the Enlightened 
Ones, the Blessed Ones, together with the obtainment of 
omniscient knowledge at  �e root of the Enlightenment 
Tree, this name Enlightened One (Buddha is a description 
(concept) based on realization.
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Page 174
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alone discovered the peerless full enlightenment; thus, he is 
enlightened. He is enlightened because he has
destroyed enlightenment and obtained enlightenment

Buddha: 

Buddha this is not a name made by a mother, made by a 
father, made by a brother, made by a sister, made by 
friends and companions, made relatives and kin, made by 
ascetics and brahmans, made by deities: this is a name 
(derived) from the �nal liberation of the Enlightened 
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Tree, this name Enlightened One (Buddha is a description 
(concept) based on realization.
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Treatise on knowledge
Page 131

OMNISCIENT AND
UNOBSTRUCTED KNOWLEDGE

What is the Perfect One's omniscient knowledge?
It knows without exception all that is formed and 
unformed, thus it omniscient knowledge: it is without 
obstruction there, thus it is unobstructed knowledge.

All that is past he knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
it is without obstruction there,  thus it is unobstructed 
knowledge.

All that is future it knows,
All that is presently-arisen it knows,...

Samma Sambuddha

Eye and visible objects: all that it knows,...
Ear and sounds: all that it knows. ..
Nose and odours all that it knows, …
Tongue and �avours: all that it knows,..
Body and tangible objects: all that it knows, ...
Mind and ideas: all that it knows, ...
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Eye and visible objects: all that it knows,...
Ear and sounds: all that it knows. ..
Nose and odours all that it knows, …
Tongue and �avours: all that it knows,..
Body and tangible objects: all that it knows, ...
Mind and ideas: all that it knows, ...
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Tripitakaya
�e path of discrimination
Treatise on knowledge
Page 132

�e extent of the meaning of impermanence, the meaning 
of pain, the meaning of not self: all that it knows, thus it is 
omniscient knowledge:  it is without obstruction there, 
thus it is unobstructed knowledge.

�e extent of materiality's meaning of impermanence, 
meaning of pain, meaning of not self: all that it knows 

�e extent of ageing-and-death's meaning of imperma-
nence, meaning of pain, meaning of not self: all that it 
knows,

�e extent of the meaning of direct knowledge indirect 
knowledge: all that it knows

Samma Sambuddha

�e extent of the meaning of full understanding in full 
understanding: all that it knows
�e extent of the meaning of abandoning in abandoning: 
all that it knows
�e extent of the meaning of developing in developing: all 
that it knows  
�e extent of the meaning of realizing in realizing: all that 
it knows,
�e extent of the meaning of aggregate in the aggregates: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of principle in the principles: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of base in the bases: all that it 
knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of formed in what is formed: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of unformed in the unformed: 
all that it knows,...

To the extents that ideas are pro�table: all that it knows,...
To the extent that ideas are unpro�table:...
To the extent that ideas are indeterminate: ...

To the extent that ideas are of the sensual-desire sphere:...
To the extent that ideas are of the material sphere:....
To the extent that ideas are of the immaterial sphere: ...
To the extent that ideas are included: all that it is to 
knows...

To the extent of the meaning of origin in origin: ...
To the extent of the meaning of cessation  in cessation: ...
To the extent of the meaning of path in the path all that it 
knows, ...

To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of meaning 
in the discrimination of meaning: all that it knows:...
To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of ideas in 
the discrimination of
ideas: all that it knows,....
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�e extent of the meaning of full understanding in full 
understanding: all that it knows
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To the extent of the meaning of cessation  in cessation: ...
To the extent of the meaning of path in the path all that it 
knows, ...

To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of meaning 
in the discrimination of meaning: all that it knows:...
To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of ideas in 
the discrimination of
ideas: all that it knows,....
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�e extent of the meaning of impermanence, the meaning 
of pain, the meaning of not self: all that it knows, thus it is 
omniscient knowledge:  it is without obstruction there, 
thus it is unobstructed knowledge.

�e extent of materiality's meaning of impermanence, 
meaning of pain, meaning of not self: all that it knows 

�e extent of ageing-and-death's meaning of imperma-
nence, meaning of pain, meaning of not self: all that it 
knows,

�e extent of the meaning of direct knowledge indirect 
knowledge: all that it knows
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�e extent of the meaning of full understanding in full 
understanding: all that it knows
�e extent of the meaning of abandoning in abandoning: 
all that it knows
�e extent of the meaning of developing in developing: all 
that it knows  
�e extent of the meaning of realizing in realizing: all that 
it knows,
�e extent of the meaning of aggregate in the aggregates: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of principle in the principles: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of base in the bases: all that it 
knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of formed in what is formed: all 
that it knows,...
�e extent of the meaning of unformed in the unformed: 
all that it knows,...

To the extents that ideas are pro�table: all that it knows,...
To the extent that ideas are unpro�table:...
To the extent that ideas are indeterminate: ...

To the extent that ideas are of the sensual-desire sphere:...
To the extent that ideas are of the material sphere:....
To the extent that ideas are of the immaterial sphere: ...
To the extent that ideas are included: all that it is to 
knows...

To the extent of the meaning of origin in origin: ...
To the extent of the meaning of cessation  in cessation: ...
To the extent of the meaning of path in the path all that it 
knows, ...

To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of meaning 
in the discrimination of meaning: all that it knows:...
To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of ideas in 
the discrimination of
ideas: all that it knows,....
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To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of language 
in the discrimination of language: all that it knows,...
To the extent of the meaning of discrimination of perspicu-
ity in the discrimination of perspicuity: all that it knows,...
all that it known

To the extent of knowledge of penetration of others' facul-
ties: all
To the extent of knowledge of beings' biasses and underly-
ing tendencies:
To the extent of knowledge of the Twin Metamorphosis: all 
that it
To the extent of knowledge of the attainment of the Great 
Compassion:

• Wisdom • 

all that it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
it is without obstruction, thus it is unobstructed knowl-
edge.

To the extent of what is seen, heard, sensed, cognized, 
encountered sought, considered by the mind, in the world 
with its deities, its Märas andits Brahmã Gods, in this 
generation with its ascetics and brahmans, withits princes 
and men: 
all that it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
itis without obstruction, thus it is unobstructed knowledge.

All that is past it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
it is withoutobstruction,  thus it is unobstructed knowl-
edge.
All that is future it knows,
All that is presently-arisen is known...

Such is the wisdom of Samma Sambuddha.
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To the extent of knowledge of the Twin Metamorphosis: all 
that it
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all that it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
it is without obstruction, thus it is unobstructed knowl-
edge.

To the extent of what is seen, heard, sensed, cognized, 
encountered sought, considered by the mind, in the world 
with its deities, its Märas andits Brahmã Gods, in this 
generation with its ascetics and brahmans, withits princes 
and men: 
all that it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
itis without obstruction, thus it is unobstructed knowledge.

All that is past it knows, thus it is omniscient knowledge: 
it is withoutobstruction,  thus it is unobstructed knowl-
edge.
All that is future it knows,
All that is presently-arisen is known...

Such is the wisdom of Samma Sambuddha.
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�roughout the years and even millenni-
ums, we acquire knowledge.

Knowledge that has brought us to many 
things, both wanted and fascinating contribu-
tions to the wonder of life.

Knowledge, that has brought us in 
connections with the future in making the 
impossible – possible, in connecting with the 
world and beyond, even to the far way planets. 
Technology, science, architecture and new 
features in medical science, connecting every 
imaginable nation and culture, with a variety 
of impressions….. 

Knowledge, connects all corners of the 
world.

But has all this knowledge brought us a 
better tomorrow?

Do we have the knowledge to cure all 
sicknesses, to never feel distressed? To never 
know fear in life again, to wipe away all our 
tears?  To  face life with the reality of death and 
never su�er from loneliness….

We have the knowledge, but Do we have 
the wisdom to the tranquility deep within 
us…?

Be known …. Be still….
�ere is wisdom yet, to be gained…..

BE KNOWN•BE STILL

WISDOM
BE KNOWN•BE STILL

WISDOM


